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Introduction
SerVision Video Gateway units are highly advanced security systems that enable remote monitoring of sites over IP
networks. These units interact with video cameras, sensors, and other devices to provide users with a broad picture
of events at monitored locations.
The core technology of these security systems is a highly effective video-compression system that facilitates the
transmission of video over any type of network, from broadband DSL to cellular networks with very limited
bandwidth. Furthermore, the systems can be configured to transmit live video at low bandwidths while they
simultaneously record the same video streams at much higher quality. This ability is particularly important for
Video Gateway systems that monitor moving platforms (buses, taxis, trucks, trains, police vehicles, etc.), which
transmit data over cellular networks while they are on the road, but can connect to significantly higher-bandwidth
networks when they are parked at terminals or yards. Events can be monitored live at low bandwidth, and recorded
video of the same events can be reviewed at a later time on high-quality video.
Video Gateways can be accessed remotely using a variety of client devices: desktop or laptop PCs and mobile
devices such as tablets and cellular phones. When you connect to a SerVision Video Gateway through a client
device, you can view live or recorded video from the Video Gateway and activate alarms and other devices that are
located on-site. In addition, if the cameras connected to the Video Gateway have PTZ (pan, tilt, zoom) features, you
can control and move the cameras remotely through the client device. Furthermore, you can control the quality of
live video you are viewing, on the fly. Thus, if you are transmitting live video over a cellular network, you can keep
data consumption and costs down by transmitting most live video at low quality, but you can increase the quality
when events occur that require a more detailed view.
In order to connect to a SerVision Video Gateway through a client device, the appropriate SerVision client software
must be installed on the device. This manual explains how to install and use SVCentral, SerVision's next-generation
client application for PCs. SVCentral supersedes SVMultiClient, adding support for the full-HD video streams
supported by SerVision’s new Video Gateway model, IVG400-N. SVCentral is fully backwards-compatible, and is
able to handle video streams from the entire line of SerVision Video Gateways: SVG-series, embedded series
(HVG, MVG, UVG, CVG, and CVG-M), and IVG400-N.
SVCentral includes full support for SVDownloader and SVMonitor, services provided through an external server
that enables automated backup of video to an external location, including downloading over WiFi, and automated
polling of the states of all connected Video Gateways.
Additional information about available client software is can be found on the SerVision
website, http://www.servision.net.
NOTE:

Before you can use SVCentral to connect to a SerVision Video Gateway, the Video Gateway must be
installed and configured. Configuration is carried out using the unit's system configuration utility,
which is accessed through a web browser. For additional information about installation and
configuration, please consult the guides that came with your system, or contact your vendor.

NOTE:

This guide is updated from time to time. The latest version, as well as guides and software for all
SerVision client applications, are available for downloading at http://www.servision.net.

Operational Diagram
You can use SVCentral to connect your PC to a Video Gateway via a LAN, WAN, or Wi-Fi network, analog or
broadband phone lines, and all cellular networks.
The following operational diagram illustrates how you can use SVCentral to interact with a Video Gateway via PC.
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Figure 1: Operational Diagram

System Requirements
To use SVCentral to access a Video Gateway from a PC, the PC must meet the following requirements:
x Operating System: Windows 7 (with service pack 1), 8.1, or 10 (32 or 64 bit)
Note: At present, the Windows interface language must be either English or Hebrew.
x Processor: Minimum: dual core; Quad core recommended
Note: If the application will run on a virtual platform, at least two CPU cores must be allocated for it.
x RAM: Minimum: 4 GB; 8 GB recommended
x Graphics card: DirectX Features must be enabled.
DirectDraw /Direct3D /APG Texture Acceleration
x Software: Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5, 3.5.1, and 4.5

Integration with Mobileye Collision-Avoidance Systems
SerVision’s IVG400-N Video Gateway model supports full integration with Mobileye’s collision avoidance system.
When the Mobileye system is installed in a vehicle along with the IVG400-N, the Video Gateway can receive alerts
from the Mobileye sensors, and can be configured to respond to these alerts as it does to other sensor events. In
addition, SVCentral can collect and present information about Mobileye alerts, and the SVDownloader module can
be configured to download video of these events to the SVCentral database. The integration of the SerVision and
Mobileye systems offers fleet managers a comprehensive solution for monitoring vehicles and drivers, both as
events occur and during after-the-fact reviews of events, by providing GPS tracking; real-time video monitoring and
event notification; and post-event report generation and replay of video of events.
For additional information about Mobileye’s collision-avoidance technology, see http://www.mobileye.com/.
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Getting Started
This chapter explains how to get started using SVCentral: how to install it, open it, and configure it to connect to
your Video Gateways and retrieve information and video data from them.

Installing and Opening SVCentral
You can download the latest version of the SVCentral installer from the SerVision website
(http://www.servision.net).
NOTE:

If an earlier version of SVCentral is installed on the PC, it is recommended to uninstall it using the
Windows uninstaller (in Windows 10, this is in the Control Panel under Programs>Programs and
Features, or in the Settings under Apps and features) before installing the new version.

NOTE:

The optional SVDownloader module must be installed separately; see Setting up SVDownloader,
page 114.

D To install SVCentral on a PC:
1. Download the SVCentral installation file from the SerVision website (http://www.servision.net).
2. Double-click the installation file. The setup program starts.
Note: If a Microsoft Windows Security Warning dialog box is displayed, click Run.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions.
When the installation is completed, an SVCentral application icon is placed on your desktop. If you selected
the option that launches the program at the end of the installation process, the application opens immediately.
Otherwise, when you are ready to open the application, double-click the desktop icon to launch it.

Figure 2: SVCentral desktop icon
NOTE:

By default, user credentials are not required for access to SVCentral. Once the application has been
installed and opened, you can activate user-account security by creating one or more user accounts.
When at least one user account exists in the system, a login window opens when the application is
launched. In this case, the application can only be opened if a correct user name and password are
entered in the login window. For additional information, see Managing User Accounts, page 137.

The first time you open SVCentral, the Live View tab is displayed in the right panel. Subsequently, the panel
that was open when you last closed the application is displayed.

Getting Started
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Figure 3: Main SVCentral window the first time it is opened

Overview of the Main SVCentral Window
The main window of the SVCentral interface is divided into the following regions:
x Main menu: Provides access to configuration and display options, as well as information about the
application.
x Left panel: Expandable tree-type list in which you can see which Video Gateways are monitored and select
them or their peripheral devices (see Left Panel, page 13).
x Right panel: Main display area. This region can display video from Video Gateways or detailed information
about the item selected in the left panel, such as status or event information (see Right Panel, page 14).
x Toolbars: Three toolbars are available: Gateways, Placements, and GPS Maps; two of these (Placements,
and GPS Maps) only appear when they are relevant to the currently selected tab. (The GPS Maps toolbar is
not shown below; see figure 88, page 61.)
x Status bar: Displays aggregate information about the monitored Video Gateways, the name of the current
user (when user accounts are enabled), and system messages.

Getting Started
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Right-panel tabs
(Live View tab selected)

Right panel

Placements
toolbar

Main Menu

Left
panel

Gateways
toolbar
Status bar

Figure 4: Regions and elements of the main window

Choosing an Interface Language
By default, the SVCentral interface is in English. Several other interface languages are also available.

D To change the interface language:
1. In the main menu, under Language, select the language you want to use.
2. Close SVCentral and open it again. The interface is in the language you selected.

Connecting to a Video Gateway
To begin using SVCentral to monitor your Video Gateways, you must configure it to connect to them. SVCentral
can connect to multiple Video Gateways at one time, and it maintains a list of Video Gateways it should connect to.
The list appears in the left panel of the main SVCentral window.
The current list of Video Gateways being monitored is stored in a database on your PC. When you close SVCentral,
the database retains the list of Video Gateways that was in use at that time. Each time you open SVCentral, it
attempts to reconnect to the Video Gateways on the list.
This section briefly explains how to manually add a Video Gateway to the list of monitored Video Gateways and
then view live video from its cameras. For additional details, see Managing the Video Gateway List, page 28,
and Viewing Live Video, page 39.
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D To connect to a Video Gateway:
1. In the Gateways toolbar, which is located below the left panel, click the Add button. The Gateway Info
dialog box opens.

Figure 5: Add button

Figure 6: Gateway Info dialog box
2. Fill in the table as follows:
Field

Description

IP/Host

The IP address or hostname of the Video Gateway
Note: If SVCentral must connect to the Video Gateway through a proxy server, enter
the name of the Video Gateway on the proxy server in this field.

Port

The port used by the Video Gateway for client access

Username

A username that is configured on the Video Gateway for client access

Password

The password defined for the username

Proxy IP/Hostname

If SVCentral must connect to the Video Gateway through a proxy server, enter the IP
address or hostname of the proxy server. Otherwise, leave this field blank.

Proxy Port

If SVCentral must connect to the Video Gateway through a proxy server, enter the
port number to use to connect to the proxy server. Otherwise, leave the "0" in this
field.

Getting Started
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Field

Description

Description

Optional free text to add to the Video Gateway’s name in the left panel
Name of Video Gateway
Description added to name

Figure 7: Description of Video Gateway
Note: This only affects SVCentral on this PC. It has no effect on the name of the
Video Gateway in the Video Gateway’s configuration or in other instances of
SVCentral running on other PCs.

3. Click OK. The Video Gateway is added to the list, and SVCentral attempts to connect to it. When it succeeds,
the IP and port are replaced with the name of the unit, as it appears in its configuration, and an Expand button
( ) appears to the left of the name.

Figure 8: Video Gateway added to SVCentral

Figure 9: Video Gateway connected to SVCentral

4. In the left panel, select the to expand the Video Gateway. The video streams, sensors, and activators
connected to the unit appear under its name.
5. Drag one of the video streams to a camera pane. Video from the stream plays in the camera pane.

Figure 10: Dragging a video stream to a camera pane
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Figure 11: Video stream playing in camera pane
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Working with the Interface
This chapter describes the main elements of the SVCentral interface and explains how to work with them.

Left Panel
The left panel contains a tree-type list of the Video Gateways that are monitored in the system. When SVCentral is
connected to a Video Gateway, a plus sign ( ) appears to its left, and the Video Gateway can be expanded to show
the cameras and other devices connected to it.
Selecting a Video Gateway in the left panel activates features and options for that Video Gateway in the right-panel
tabs. For example, the Gateway Recordings tab shows what recordings are stored on the selected Video Gateway,
and the GPS Maps tab shows the current location of the selected Video Gateway (if GPS data is available on the
Video Gateway). In addition, in the Live View tab, live video from a Video Gateway or one of its cameras can be
viewed by dragging them from the left panel to video panes in the right panel. (For additional information, see Right
Panel, page 14.)
The size of the left panel can be adjusted, and it can be moved to other locations, either by docking it within the
window or converting it into a stand-alone window that can be moved anywhere on the screen. In addition, the
entire left panel can be auto-hidden in order to expand the area available for the right panel. For additional
information, see Working with Panels, page 16.
When you right-click an item in the left panel, a menu of options for the item opens. The contents of the menu vary
depending on the type of item selected.

Figure 12: Pop-up menu for a Video Gateway
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Right Panel
The right panel is primarily used to display video and information about items that are selected in the left panel. By
default, it contains nine tabs, but additional tabs can be added in certain cases. The order of the tabs can also be
changed.

Default Tabs
By default, the right panel contains one of each of the following tabs:
x Gateways: Displays Video Gateway status information (see Video Gateway Status, page 131)
x Live View: Contains video panes in which live video from selected cameras can be played (see Viewing Live
Video in a Live View Tab, page 39)
x GPS Maps: Shows the locations of Video Gateways that have active GPS receivers (see Locating and
Tracking Vehicles Using GPS, page 57)
x Gateway Recordings: Uses a timeline to show what video, event, and GPS data is stored on the selected
Video Gateway, and allows you to select some of this data for playback and downloading to your PC
(see Accessing Data Stored on a Video Gateway, page 100)
x Event List: Lists events that were generated by the selected Video Gateway during the specified time period,
and enables you to view or download video of individual events and reports that list events (see Viewing a List
of Events, page 70)
x Downloader: Enables the configuration of SVDownloader’s settings (see Configuring Download Jobs,
page 119)
x Downloader Recordings: Uses a timeline to show what video and GPS data from the selected Video
Gateway is stored in the SVDownloader database, and allows you to select some of this data for playback and
downloading to your PC (see Accessing Downloaded Video, page 127)
x Monitoring: Shows status information from Video Gateways that are configured for monitoring, and enables
the export of reports containing this information (see Monitoring Video Gateway Status, page 93)
x Mobileye Reports: Opens a report listing Mobileye sensor events that were generated during a specified
period of time, and allows you to export or print the data (see Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports, page 76)

Scrolling the Tabs
If some of the tabs are not visible, you can scroll the row of tabs in order to access them.

D To scroll the tabs so that hidden tabs can be seen:
x In the tab controls at the right end of the row of tabs, click the left and right arrows (
right, respectively.

) to scroll left and

Tab controls

Figure 13: Right-panel tab controls

Extra Tabs
Extra tabs can be opened in the right panel:
x Live View tabs can be added as required in order to provide more video panes for live video streams.
Working with the Interface
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x GPS History Report tabs are added when you open a GPS history report for a Video Gateway.
You can close extra tabs when they are no longer of interest to you.

D To close an extra tab:
1. Select the tab.
2. In the tab controls at the right end of the row of tabs, click

(see figure 13).

Changing the Order of the Tabs
In the right panel, you can change the order in which the tabs appear.

D To change the order of the tabs:
x Drag one of the tabs to the left or right.

Figure 14: Dragging the GPS Maps tab: before and after

Search Panel
You can search for a particular Video Gateway in the list of Video Gateways that appears in the left panel. The
search is performed in a separate Search panel that opens in the SVCentral window. In order to find a particular
Video Gateway, you filter a full list of all the Video Gateways in the system so those whose properties contain a
specified string of characters are displayed. When you find the Video Gateway you are looking for and select it, the
Video Gateway is selected and expanded in the left panel.
Video Gateway automatically
selected and expanded in left panel

Video Gateway selected
in Search panel

Search
panel

Figure 15: Search panel open with a Video Gateway selected in it and in the left panel
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The Search panel lists all Video Gateways whose groups, names, descriptions, IP/Host, or port number contain the
sequence of characters typed in the text field at the upper-left of the panel. You can also filter the list further by
choosing to only include Video Gateways that are currently online, or only include Video Gateways that are
currently offline.
You can open the Search panel with the Online or Offline filter already active. When you do so, the panel opens
with the list of online or offline Video Gateways already displayed. You can then filter the list further by typing
sequences of characters into the Search text field, as explained above.
By default, the Search panel opens at the bottom of the SVCentral window. The size of the panel can be adjusted,
and the panel can be moved to other locations, either by docking it within the window or converting it into a standalone window that can be moved anywhere on the screen. In addition, the entire panel can be auto-hidden. For
additional information, see Working with Panels, page 16.
To

Do This

Open the Search panel

Press Ctrl F, or, in the Tools menu, select Search.

Open the Search panel with the
Online filter already activated

In the status bar at the bottom of the SVCentral window, select

Open the Search panel with the
Offline filter already activated

In the status bar at the bottom of the SVCentral window, select

.

D To search for a Video Gateway:
1. In the Search text field at the upper-left of the window, begin typing the sequence of characters you want to
search for. As you type, the list of Video Gateways is updated so that those Video Gateways whose properties
contain the exact sequence of characters you have typed are displayed.
Note: The first time you open the Search panel, no character sequence is specified, and, therefore, the list is
empty. When you open it subsequently, it opens in the size it was when it was last open, and the filtered list
that was last displayed is shown again.
2. To turn the online or offline filters on or off, in the dropdown list to the right of the Search text field, select
either Online Gateways, Offline Gateways, or All Gateways. The list of Video Gateways displayed in the
Search panel is updated accordingly.
3. To select a Video Gateway in the list, click it. The Video Gateway is selected in the Search panel, and, in
addition, in the left panel, the selected Video Gateway selected and expanded (see figure 15, above).

D To close the Search panel:
x At the upper-right of the panel, click the Close button ( ).

Working with Panels
The left, right, and Search panels can be resized within the main window. In addition, the left and Search panels
can be moved around within and outside the main window, and can be auto-hidden in main window.

Resizing Panels
The left, right, and Search panels can be resized within the main window.

D To resize a panel:
1. Place your mouse cursor on the border of the panel. The cursor changes its form to

Working with the Interface
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2. Drag the border in the required direction (up or down for horizontal borders, right or left for vertical borders).
The panel is resized accordingly.
Drag right or left

Figure 16: Dragging the right border of the left panel to change its width

Moving Panels
The left and Search panels can be detached from their default positions and dragged to other locations. They can
either be docked in the main window as panels on the top, bottom, right, or left sides of the window, or they can be
converted into separate windows which can be placed anywhere on the screen.

Figure 17: Left panel docked on the right side of the main window
Working with the Interface
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Figure 18: Left panel as separate window

D To detach a panel and relocate it:
1. Drag the title bar of the panel. Arrows (e.g.,
) appear in various locations in the SVCentral window, and a
light-blue shadow indicates where the panel will be placed if you release the mouse button in its current
location.

Working with the Interface
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Drag title
bar

Shadow showing
new location

Arrow to dock on
left side of window

Arrow to dock at
bottom of window

Arrow to dock at
Arrow to dock on
top of window
right side of window

Arrows to dock at the top, bottom,
right, or left of the right panel
(select relevant arrow)

Figure 19: Moving the left panel
2. If you want to dock the panel in the SVCentral window, drag the shadow until your mouse pointer is on the
arrow that represents the desired location in the window, and then release it. (If the panel is difficult to read or
hides other screen elements, drag its border to resize it; see Resizing Panels, page 16.)
If you want to convert the panel into a separate window, release the tab with the mouse cursor anywhere other
than on one of the arrows. (You can then resize it and move it like any other window.)

Auto-Hiding Panels
The left and Search panels can be auto-hidden to make more room for the other panels in the window when they
are not in use. When a panel is auto-hidden, it is only visible when the cursor is on it. When it is not visible, a
button appears on the side of the window where the panel was last opened; the panel reappears automatically when
you place your cursor on this button, and is hidden again when you move the cursor away from the button.

Working with the Interface
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Left-panel button when auto-hide is activated for the left panel

Search-panel button when auto-hide is activated for the Search panel

Figure 20: Left and Search panels auto-hidden
To

Do This

Turn on auto-hide

At the top of the panel, click the Auto-Hide button ( ).

Display a hidden panel

Place your cursor on the button at the side of the window (Devices for the left
panel, or Search for the Search panel).

Hide the panel when
auto-hide is turned on

Move your cursor out of the panel area.

Turn off auto-hide

When the panel is visible, at the top of the panel, click the Auto-Hide button ( ).

Working with Tables
Much of the data that is displayed in SVCentral appears in tables. You can resize the columns, change the order in
which they appear, and sort the entire table by the values in one of the columns.

Working with the Interface
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Figure 21: A table in the Mobileye Reports tab of SVCentral
Some tables support additional features, including filtering the table based on the values in one of the columns,
changing the display properties of rows or cells based on their contents, hiding columns that are not of interest, and
grouping the rows of the table by the values of one column.

Changing the Way Columns Are Displayed
The width of each column in a table can be adjusted to make the table and its contents easier to see and the order of
the columns can be changed by moving columns within the table. In addition, a table’s rows can be sorted by the
contents of a selected column.

D To resize a column:
1. In the title bar of the table, place your mouse cursor on the border marker on the right side of the column. The
marker changes into a resize icon ( or
).
2. Drag the resize icon to the right to increase the size of the column or to the left to decrease it.

D To move a column:
1. In the title bar of the table, drag the column heading to the right or left. A marker ( or ) indicates where the
column will be placed when you release it.
2. Release the column when the marker is in the desired location.

D To sort a table by a particular column:
x Click the heading of the column. The table is sorted by that column, and an arrow appears above the heading.
The arrow indicates that the table is sorted by the data in the column, and also indicates the sort order (up for
ascending or down for descending).
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Up arrow

Figure 22: Up arrow indicating data
is arranged in ascending order

Down arrow

Figure 23: Down arrow indicating data
is arranged in descending order

Note: Click the column heading again to reverse the sort order, and once again to return to the table’s default
sort order.

Filterable Tables
Some tables offer additional display controls that enable you to do the following:
x Filter the rows by the values in one or more columns
x Hide columns
x Group rows by the values in a particular column
These tables have a filter cell immediately below each of their column headings, and each column heading also has
a context menu through which you can access most of the other features.
Column heading
Filter cell

Figure 24: Filter cell of a column

Figure 25: Context menu of column heading
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Filtering by Columns
The rows of a table can be filtered so that only those rows that meet the conditions specified in the column filters
are displayed. The filter options available depend on the type of data contained in the column. For example, if a
column contains text, it will have filters based on strings of characters (e.g., “NotContains” for the Sensor Name
column in the illustration below), but if it contains numerical values, it will have filters based on those values (e.g.,
“LessThan” for the Time column below). Multiple filters can also be implemented simultaneously (as they are, for
example, below).

Figure 26: Filter for text values under Sensor Name, and for numerical values, under Time
In order to filter a column, you must select a filter, and then enter the value to be used by the filter. The name of the
currently selected filter appears in the filter cell. If the filter is active, the value appears in the filter cell beside the
filter name, and the filter icon is orange ( ). If the filter is not active, no value appears, and the filter icon is blue
( ).

D To filter a table by the values in a particular column:
1. In the filter cell of the column (the cell below the column heading), select the filter icon ( ). A menu of
available filters opens.

Figure 27: Filter menu for the Sensor Name column
2. Select the filter you want to use. The filter menu closes, and the filter you selected appears in the filter cell.

Selected filter

Figure 28: Selected filter
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3. In the filter cell, select the name of the filter or the blank space beside it. A text field opens.
4. Begin typing the filter value you want to use. As you type, the table is automatically filtered so that only those
rows that meet the condition continue to appear.
Note: Text filters are not case sensitive

Figure 29: Filter active

D To clear an active filter:
x Click the

icon, and select No filter, or delete the characters in the text field.

Hiding Columns
In filterable tables, columns can be hidden, which can be useful if they do not contain data that is of interest to you.

D To hide a column:




Right-click the column heading, and then select Hide column. The column is hidden.

D To return a hidden column to a table:
1. Right-click the column heading, and then select Column Chooser. The Column Chooser dialog box opens
and displays a list of hidden columns that can be shown in the table.

Hidden column

Figure 30: Column Chooser showing the hidden Camera column
2. Drag the column to the heading area of the table. A marker shows where the column will be placed when you
release it.
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Column being dragged to heading area of table

Marker

Figure 31: Dragging the hidden Camera column back to the table
3. Release the column in the desired location. It is placed in the table.

Figure 32: Column visible in the table

Grouping Items by a Column
In some filterable tables, the values in a column can be used to divide the rows of the table into groups. When this is
done, the column itself is removed from the table, but each distinct value it contains defines a group consisting of
the items in the table with that value in that column. Each group can be expanded or collapsed, so that you can zero
in on the data that interests you and hide the rest.
Column removed from table and used for grouping

Group (collapsed)
Group (expanded)
Items in
expanded group

Figure 33: Mobileye Reports grouped by Sensor Name, with one group expanded to show the alerts it contains
If a table can be arranged in this way, a grouping area, labeled “Drag a column here to group by this column.” is
located above the table.
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Grouping area

Figure 34: Grouping area

D To group a table by one of its columns:
x Drag the column heading to the grouping area. A column button representing the column is placed in the
grouping area.
Sort-order arrow
Column button

Figure 35: Column button

D To remove a column from the grouping area and return it to the table:
x In the grouping area, in the column’s button, click the .
- Or x Drag the group from the grouping area to the heading area of the table. Release it in the position in which you
want the column to be placed in the table.

D To change the sort order of a column in a grouping area:
x In the grouping area, click the column button. The sort order is reversed. (The arrow in the button indicates the
current sort order.)

Selecting Options in Dialog Boxes
The SVCentral interface includes a number of dialog boxes that are used to configure various options. The fields in
a dialog box have names that appear on the left, and values that appear on the right. The values can be changed in
different ways, depending to some extent on their type. You can see what type of value a field has by clicking the
field (either the name or the value):
x Dropdown list: If, when you click a field, an arrow ( ) appears to the right of the value, the value for the
field must be chosen from a predefined list of options. Click the arrow ( ) to open the list and select an
option from it, or double-click the name of the field to cycle through the options.
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Figure 36: Selecting an option from a dropdown list
x Open dialog box: If, when you click a field, an ellipsis ( ) appears to the right of the value, the value for the
field can be chosen in a dialog box that opens when you select the ellipsis button. Alternatively, you can enter
a value manually by modifying the text in the value field.

Ellipsis button

Figure 37: Field with ellipsis
x Free-text field: If, when you click a field, nothing appears to the right of the value, the value for the field
must be entered manually (by typing or pasting text). For example, the field could be used to assign a name to
the item that is being configured in the dialog box.

Free-text field

Figure 38: Free-text field
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Managing the Video Gateway List
The list of Video Gateways in the left panel of the SVCentral window shows all of the Video Gateways that are
monitored by the system. This chapter explains how to manage and work with the list.

Adding Video Gateways to the List
To begin using SVCentral to monitor the cameras and other devices that are attached to your Video Gateways, you
must first configure the list of Video Gateways to which you want SVCentral to connect. SVCentral can remain
connected to multiple Video Gateways at one time. Each time you open SVCentral, it automatically connects to the
same Video Gateways to which it was connected the previous time you used it. In addition, it saves the connection
information for all of the Video Gateways to which you have ever connected, so that you can connect to them again
without having to reconfigure them.
You can add Video Gateways by entering their connection information (IP address or hostname, and port)
manually. Some models of Video Gateways can also be added to SVCentral using its Search feature, but only if
they are on the same LAN as the SVCentral PC. In this case, you do not need to know any connection information,
as long as you yourself can identify the Video Gateway in the Search list (by its name or local IP address);
see Searching for Video Gateways on the Local Network, page 29.
Video Gateways can also be added to the list by importing a list from an SVMultiClient (SerVision’s previous
generation client application for PCs) workspace (WSP) file.
Finally, SVCentral can save its current settings, including its list of Video Gateways, in an SVCentral workspace
(SVW) file. When a SVW file is opened in SVCentral, the settings it contains overwrite the existing settings. In this
way, you can add a full list of Video Gateways to your SVCentral with a single action. For additional information,
see Saving and Opening Settings, page 148.
NOTE: A single Video Gateway can be included in the list only once under a single IP/hostname and port
number. This is true regardless of the method you use to add it to the list. However, in cases in which the
Video Gateway has two IP addresses, on two different networks (e.g., one on the LAN and one on a
cellular network), each IP address is treated as a separate Video Gateway (see Grouping Video Gateways
with Multiple IP Addresses, page 35).
If you attempt to add a Video Gateway to the list when it is already in the list, either manually or by
importing a workspace file, it is not added to the database again. A notification like the one in the
illustration below appears for each Video Gateway that is already in the database:

Figure 39: Notification that Video Gateway is already in the database

Adding Video Gateways Manually
You can add Video Gateways to the list of monitored gateways manually by specifying their properties.

D To add a Video Gateway to the list of monitored units:
1. In the Gateways toolbar, click the Add button. The Gateway Info dialog box opens. (See To connect to a
Video Gateway, page 10.)
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2. In the Properties tab, fill in the table. (For information about the fields, see page 10.)
3. If you want to specify a default stream quality for the Video Gateway that is different from the global default
(set in the options; see Global Application Options, page 146), expand the Advanced Settings, and then,
under Default Stream Quality, select the desired default.

Figure 40: Advanced Settings expanded, with Default Stream Quality set to Medium Quality
4. Click OK. The dialog box closes, and the Video Gateway is added to the list of monitored Video Gateways.
Note: The names of the Video Gateways in the list are the names that are defined for them in their
configurations (followed by their description in square brackets, if one is defined in SVCentral; see
“Description,” page 11). If SVCentral has never connected to the Video Gateway, the name is unavailable and
the IP address and port appear instead.
Name of Video Gateway in its configuration

Description of Video Gateway in SVCentral

Name of Video Gateway unavailable

Figure 41: Video Gateways added to SVCentral’s list

Searching for Video Gateways on the Local Network
If the PC running SVCentral is connected to a local network (LAN), you can use the Search feature to locate some
models of Video Gateways on the network and connect to them. In this way, you can connect to these Video
Gateways on your LAN without knowing any information about their IP addresses or ports. (You still must know
the correct user name and password for client access.) You can also open the configuration utility of any Video
Gateway that is found by the Search, even if it is not connected to SVCentral.
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Currently, embedded series and SVG-series Video Gateway models can be located using the Search
feature. (IVG400-N models cannot be located in this way.)

D To connect to Video Gateways on the local network using the Search feature:
1. In the Gateways toolbar, click the Add button. The Gateway Info dialog box opens.

Figure 42: Search button
The Gateways in Local Network window opens, and displays a list of all the Video Gateways in the
network.
Note: If a Microsoft Windows Security Alert dialog box is displayed, click Unblock.

Figure 43: Gateways in Local Network window
2. To connect to a Video Gateway, select it and then click Connect. SVCentral connects to the Video Gateway;
the name and description of the Video Gateway are added to the list in the left panel.
If SVCentral has connected to this Video Gateway from this PC before, it uses the user name and password
that were last used successfully to connect to the Video Gateway. Otherwise, it assumes authentication is
anonymous. If this is not correct, correct the user name and password as explained under Viewing Video
Gateway Information, page 131.
3. To open the configuration utility of a Video Gateway in the list, select the Video Gateway, and then click
Configure. A new browser window opens, and connects to the login page for the Video Gateway’s
configuration utility (see figure 46, page 33). Enter the user name and password of a user that has
configuration permissions on the Video Gateway, and then select Login. The configuration utility opens.
4. Repeat the previous two steps as required to add Video Gateways to SVCentral and/or to open the
configuration utilities of Video Gateways. When you are finished, click the to close the window.
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Importing an SVMultiClient Video Gateway List
If you have used SerVision’s SVMultiClient client application (the previous generation client application for PCs)
in the past to connect to Video Gateways, you can import its lists of Video Gateways into SVCentral.
SVMultiClient automatically saves its settings in a WSP file when it is closed; importing this file will give you
access to all of the Video Gateways that SVMultiClient was monitoring when it was last closed. In addition, users
can save additional WSP files from SVMultiClient, so other WSP files may be available to you.
SVCentral can import the Video Gateway list from any WSP file. Importing a WSP file does not delete any Video
Gateways from the SVCentral list. Video Gateways that are already on the SVCentral list are not added to the list
again (since a Video Gateway can only appear once in the list; see Adding Video Gateways to the List, page 28), but
any other Video Gateways in the WSP file are added.

D To import Video Gateways from a WSP file:
1. In the main menu, under Files, select Import Gateways from WSP File. A file selector dialog box opens.
2. Navigate to the WSP file you want to import, and then click Open. The dialog box closes, and the Video
Gateways are added to the list of Video Gateways overseen by SVCentral.

Expanding a Video Gateway
After successfully connecting to a Video Gateway, you can expand it to display all the devices connected to it.

Figure 44: Expanded Video Gateway
Each device is identified by name, and a symbol indicates its type and status. The following symbols are used:
Symbol

Description
Video Gateway (connected)
Video Gateway (not currently connected due to a protocol error)
Video Gateway (not currently connected due to a socket error)
Video Gateway (not currently connected – last attempt to connect failed due to timeout; system
will continue to attempt to connect)
Camera
Sensor (not activated)
Sensor (activated)
Activator (off)
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Symbol

Description
Activator (on)
Audio out (on-site speaker – appears once per Video Gateway if one or more speakers are
activated in the Video Gateway’s configuration)
Audio in (on-site microphone)
GPS receiver

To

Do This

Expand a Video Gateway

Do one of the following:
x Double-click the item.
x Click the Expand button ( ) to the left of the item.

Collapse an expanded Video
Gateway

Do one of the following:
x Double-click the item.
x Click the Collapse button ( ) to the left of the item name.

Opening the Configuration of a Video Gateway
You can open the configuration utility of any Video Gateway in the SVCentral list directly from the SVCentral
application window. This is convenient if you want to check and/or modify any of the Video Gateway's settings.
NOTE:

The configurations of Video Gateways that are discovered by the Search feature can also be opened
from SVCentral even if they are not in SVCentral’s list; see Searching for Video Gateways on the
Local Network, page 29.

D To open the configuration of a Video Gateway that is connected to SVCentral:
1. Do one of the following:




In the list of Video Gateways in the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway and then select Configure
Gateway.
– Or –





In the list of Video Gateways in the left panel, select the Video Gateway. Then, in the Gateways
toolbar, select Config.

Figure 45: Config button in Gateways toolbar
A new browser tab (or window) opens, and automatically connects to the login page for the Video Gateway’s
configuration utility.
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Figure 46: Configuration-utility login page
Note: SVCentral always uses port 10000 to access the configuration utility. If you are connecting to the Video
Gateway remotely, and port forwarding is not set up for port 10000, the login page will not appear at this
point, and the browser will display an error message instead. Change the port number in the Address field of
the browser from 10000 to the port that is set in the router's port forwarding settings, and press Enter to reload
the page. The login page should then appear.
Note: If more than one SerVision Video Gateway is connected to the internet via the same router, each of
them must use a different port. When you click Config in SVCentral, the browser automatically connects to
port 10000. As a result, SVCentral may initially connect you to the wrong Video Gateway unit. In this case,
you should manually correct the port number in the Address field of the browser, as explained in the previous
note.
2. Enter the user name and password of a user that has configuration permissions on the Video Gateway, and
then select Login. The configuration utility opens.

Grouping Video Gateways
The Video Gateway list in the left panel can contain individual Video Gateways or groups of Video Gateways. The
groups can be expanded to show the Video Gateways they contain or collapsed to just show the name of the group.
In addition, each Video Gateway can be expanded to show the devices connected to it, or collapsed to just show its
name.
Groups of Video Gateways can be nested in other groups, as required.
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Collapsed group
Expanded group
Expanded nested group
Expanded Video Gateway in group

Figure 47: Expanded and collapsed groups
Video Gateway groups can also be sorted alphabetically or numerically.

Creating a New Group
You can create as many Video Gateway groups as you wish. When you create a new group, it appears in the list of
Video Gateways under group in which you created it.

D To create a new group:
1. In the left panel, right-click the group under which you want to create the group (another group or the Root
level), select Add New Group. The Insert Group Name dialog box opens.

Figure 48: Insert Group Name dialog box
2. In the text field, type a name for the group, and then click OK. The dialog box closes and the group appears in
the location you chose in the list of Video Gateways.

Assigning Video Gateways to Groups
Each Video Gateway in the system can belong to at most one group at any given time. Assigning a Video Gateway
to a group does not affect the Video Gateway in any way. Grouping only affects the way the Video Gateway list in
SVCentral is displayed.

D To assign a single Video Gateway to a group:
x In the Video Gateway list, do one of the following:




Drag the Video Gateway to the target group.





Right-click the Video Gateway, and select Move to Group. In the Select Group dialog box, expand the
list of groups as necessary to display the target group. Select the target group, and then click Select. The
Video Gateway is moved to the target group.
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Figure 49: Select Group dialog box

Sorting Groups
You can sort the groups under the Root, or the subgroups of a group, either alphabetically or numerically. When the
groups are sorted alphabetically, the sort order is always ascending from A to Z. When the groups are sorted
numerically, the sort order is also ascending, and is based on any numbers found in the names of the groups. Groups
whose names do not contain numbers are placed at the top of the list.

D To sort the subgroups of a group (or of the Root):
x Right-click the group (or the Root), and select Alphabet Sort Group or Numeric Sort Group.

Grouping Video Gateways with Multiple IP Addresses
Some Video Gateway models can be configured to connect to multiple networks. When they are configured in this
way, they have multiple IP addresses as well – one on each network. For example, if an MVG or IVG400-N is
installed in a vehicle, it may have one IP address on a cellular network and another on a local business or home
network to which it connects via WiFi when it is within range. When the vehicle is on the road, the Video Gateway
can only be accessed over the cellular network, but when it is parked near the WiFi access point, it can also be
accessed via WiFi. This arrangement makes it possible for SVCentral to connect to the Video Gateway at all times,
but it minimizes the cost of downloading video from it, because most or all downloading can be performed via WiFi
when the vehicle is connected to the local network.
In order for SVCentral to connect to a Video Gateway via WiFi when it is within range and via a cellular
connection when it is on the road, the Video Gateway must be included in the list of monitored Video Gateways
twice – once with each IP address. When this is done, you can ensure downloading is performed over the WiFi
network by downloading from the Video Gateway via its WiFi IP address.
To prevent confusion, you can give the Video Gateway a name that indicates the network to which the IP belongs.
(The names are defined in the Gateway Info dialog box, in the Description field; see “Description,” page 11.) In
addition, you can organize the Video Gateways into groups, in one of the following ways:
x Create a group for each Video Gateway, and include the Video Gateway multiple times – once for each of its
IP addresses – in the group.
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Group for Bus 916
IP: 192.168.4.15
IP: 10.230.3.72

Figure 50: Video Gateway with one IP on a cellular network and another IP on a WiFi network
x Create a group for each type of network, and include each Video Gateway once in each group, under its IP
address in the relevant type of network.

Group for cellular IPs
Bus 916 on cellular network
Group for WiFi IPs
Bus 916 on WiFi network

Figure 51: Video Gateways grouped by network type

Modifying the List
You can modify the list by changing the properties of a Video Gateway, removing Video Gateways or groups from
the list, and moving Video Gateways and child groups between parent groups.

Modifying Video Gateway Properties
Once a Video Gateway has been added to the list, you can see and modify its properties at any time.

D To view and modify Video Gateway properties:
1. In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway and then select Gateway Info. The Gateway Info dialog
box opens (see figure 6, page 10).
2. Modify the fields as required.
3. Click OK. SVCentral attempts to connect to the Video Gateway in accordance with the new properties.

Removing Items from the List
You can remove Video Gateways and groups from the list of monitored Video Gateways as required.
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If you delete a group, the Video Gateways it contains are deleted from the list along with the group.

D To remove a single item from the list:
1. In the Video Gateway list, right-click the item, and then select Remove. You are prompted to confirm that you
want to remove the item.

Figure 52: Confirmation prompt
2. Click Yes. The item is deleted from the list.

D To remove multiple items from the list:
1. In the right panel, select the Gateways tab.
2. In the left panel, select the group containing the items (or the Root).
3. In the right panel, select the items you want to remove.
Note: To select multiple items, select one of the Video Gateways, hold down Ctrl (to select individual items
from the list) or Shift (to select a range of items), and then left-click the required items.
4. Right-click the selected items, and then select Remove.

Figure 53: Selecting Remove
A confirmation dialog box opens.

Figure 54: Confirmation dialog box
5. Click Yes. The selected items are removed from the list of monitored Video Gateways.
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Moving Items between Groups
You can remove a Video Gateway or subgroup from a group and place it in another group or remove it from all
groups. When you remove an item from all groups, it is listed directly under the Root of the list, and is essentially a
child of the Root group. When you move a group, the Video Gateways and groups it contains are moved along with
it.

D To move an item between groups:
1. Expand the list so that the item is visible.
2. In the list, do one of the following:




Drag the item to the target group.





Right-click the item, and select Move to Group. In the Select Group dialog box, expand the list of
groups as necessary to display the target group (the Root or another group). Select the target group, and
then click Select. The item is moved to the target group.
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Viewing Live Video
In SVCentral, you can view live video from any of the cameras connected to the Video Gateways linked to the
application. The video can either be displayed in a pane of a Live View tab, or in a separate window. You can
change the quality of the video, and, if the camera has a remote PTZ controller that is supported by the Video
Gateway’s firmware, you can change its aim and zoom.

Viewing Live Video in a Live View Tab
The Live View tab contains video panes in which you can view video from a number of cameras simultaneously.
You can choose from a number of pane sizes, and play video in any or all of the visible panes simultaneously.
Depending on the global SVCentral settings, video either continues to play in each video pane until you close the
pane, or plays for the number of seconds specified in the settings and then closes automatically (see Global
Application Options, page 146, with reference to the Auto close live video setting described on page 147).
Information about the video stream that is playing in a video pane is displayed in labels that are super-imposed on
the images at the top and bottom of the pane: at the top, the name of the Video Gateway and the camera, followed
by the status of the stream (“Playing,” “Connecting,” etc.), and at the bottom, the date and time. (By default, the
labels are yellow. For information about changing the color, see Global Application Options, page 146.) You can
choose whether to display the current speed at which the Video Gateway is travelling in the video pane below
stream status; see Global Application Options, page 146.
NOTE:

If the date and time appear twice in each video frame, the camera’s onscreen display is enabled in the
camera’s configuration. To prevent this from happening in the future, in the camera’s configuration,
disable on-screen display.

Video pane

Close video stream

Top label

Camera

Bottom
label

Figure 55: Video display
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D To view video from a camera:
1. In the left panel, expand the groups and the Video Gateway as necessary to view the camera.
2. Do one of the following:




From the list, drag the camera to one of the video panes in the right panel. Live video from the camera is
displayed in the video pane.





In the list, double-click the camera. Live video from the camera is displayed in the first empty video
pane, or, if none are empty, in the first pane in the tab.

D To close a video stream:
x In the upper-right corner of the video pane, click the Close button (
select Close.
Note: If the

), or right-click the video pane and then

button is not visible, move your mouse cursor into the video pane.

D To close all open video streams:
x Right-click the video pane and then select Close All.

Selecting the Size of the Video Panes
You can choose one of four video-frame sizes: QCIF, CIF, D1, and HD.
For the QCIF and CIF sizes, SVCentral will fit as many panes as possible into the Live View tab. If there is extra
room available that is not large enough for another pane, SVCentral will stretch all of the panes to fit the available
space.
For the D1 size, SVCentral divides the available space into four equal panes, regardless of how many D1 panes
could actually be placed in the Live View tab. The video frames are stretched or compressed as necessary to fill the
panes.
For the HD size, a single pane fills the entire Live View tab. The video frame playing in it is stretched or
compressed as necessary to fill the pane.
NOTE:

The QCIF, CIF, D1, and HD frame sizes are the standard sizes supported by digital video cameras like
the cameras that are used in conjunction with the IVG400-N Video Gateway. Older Video Gateway
models use analog video cameras, which support a different set of standard frame sizes. SVCentral can
play the video from either type of camera in these video panes, and stretches or compresses the frames
as necessary to fit the panes.

D To select a video-pane layout:
x In the Placements toolbar, select the icon of the desired pane size.
QCIF panes
CIF panes
One HD pane
Four D1 panes

Figure 56: Placements toolbar
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You can change the video-pane layout whenever you wish, regardless of whether video is already playing in some
or all of the panes. If you choose a new layout that contains fewer panes than the previous layout, SVCentral
displays as many of the video streams that were playing as it can in the new layout. It “remembers” those streams
that are hidden, so that, if you change back to the previous layout, all of the streams that were hidden are opened
again in their original panes.

Figure 57: Six CIF panes
visible

Figure 58: Layout changed to
Quad (four D1 panes)

Figure 59: Layout changed
back to CIF panes

Viewing an HD Video Stream (IVG400-N Only)
The digital video cameras used in conjunction with the IVG400-N normally capture two video streams
simultaneously, a Main stream, which is usually HD or larger, and a Sub stream with a lower resolution more
suitable for live streaming. When you open a video stream in a video pane, SVCentral automatically chooses the
stream that is most appropriate for that pane from the streams that are available:
x Sub stream: If the QCIF, CIF, or D1 (Quad) layout option is selected, SVCentral selects the Sub stream.
x Main stream: If the HD layout option is selected, so that the Live View tab contains a single video pane,
SVCentral selects the Main stream. In this case, the name of the camera that appears in the top label of the
video pane has the suffix _HD added to its name.
_HD suffix in camera name

HD layout
selected

Figure 60: HD stream playing in HD video pane
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If you change the layout when a video stream is already playing, the type of stream is not changed.
Thus, for example, if you have the Main stream playing in a single HD video pane, and you change the
layout to D1, the Main stream is still transmitted from the Video Gateway in HD resolution, but it is
compressed by SVCentral to fit in the D1 video pane. On the other hand, if a Sub stream is playing in a
pane, and you change the layout to HD, the Sub stream plays in the HD video pane, and is stretched to
fit. If you want to switch between the Main and Sub stream of a camera, you must close the current
stream and then reopen it after you switch to a new layout.

Changing the Way the Video Frame Fits in the Pane
You can decide if you want the video frames that are displayed in the video panes to be stretched as necessary in
order to fill the panes, or if you want them to be displayed in their native proportions (“best fit”). When you select
“best fit,” blank space will be inserted at the sides of the pane if the pane proportions are not identical to the native
proportions of the video frame.
When a new video stream is opened in a video pane, its frames are initially stretched. You can switch an individual
stream from “stretched” to “best fit,” or change all of the streams in the current Live View tab to one of them.

Figure 61: Frame stretched to width of pane

Figure 62: Frame displayed in its native proportions,
with blank space on its sides (“best fit”)

D To change the fit of a single video stream:
x In the pane in which the video stream is playing, right click the pane, and then, under Video Fit Method,
select Best Fit or Stretched.

D To change the fit of all the active video streams in a Live View tab:
x In any of the panes in which video is playing, right click the pane, and then, under All Videos Fit Method,
select Best Fit or Stretched.

Opening a Live View Tab Full-Screen
You can expand a Live View tab into a separate window, which can be minimized, maximized, and resized like any
other window. Initially, the window is opened in full-screen mode. The options available in the context menus of
each pane when it is in the main SVCentral window are available for each pane of the separate window as well.
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Figure 63: Live View tab opened as separate window (resized)

D To expand a Live View tab into a separate window:
x Right-click any of the video panes in the tab, and then select Extend Live View.

D To return the tab to the main SVCentral window:
x Right-click any of the video panes in the window, and then select Back to Tab.
Note: If you close the window by selecting the in the upper-right corner of the window, the window closes
completely and is not reopened in the main SVCentral window.

Opening Additional Live View Tabs
If you want to keep more video streams open in the Live Views tab than will fit in the tab in the required resolution,
you can open additional Live View tabs.

D To open an additional Live View tab:
x Right-click any of the video panes in the window, and then select New Video Display. A new Live View tab
opens at the right end of the tabs.
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New Live View tab

Figure 64: New Live View tab

Adjusting the Video Quality
When you open a video stream in a video pane, the Video Gateway transmits the video stream to SVCentral
according to the default image quality defined in SVCentral. You can change the video quality in a video pane as
necessary. Changing the quality in a video pane only affects the current video stream in the current video pane. It
does not affect video streams that are opened subsequently in the Live View tab, including other streams from the
same Video Gateway.
NOTE:

The default video quality is set in the options; see Global Application Options, page 146.

Image quality is defined by two parameters, frame rate (measured in frames per second – FPS) and bit rate (usually
measured in kilobits per second – Kbits/sec – or in bits per second – BPS). Three default quality settings are defined
for live video streaming: highest, medium, and low. The actual bit-rate and frame-rate settings for these quality
levels depend on the Video Gateway model and, in some cases, on the settings of the individual camera in the
Video Gateway’s configuration.
NOTE:

To see the current bit rate and frame rate of a stream, right-click the video pane and then select Stream
Info. For additional information, see Viewing Stream Information, page 52.

Reducing the quality of a video stream when higher quality is not required minimizes the bandwidth used and can
have a significant impact on expenditures for network services. This is especially true when the video stream is
transmitted over a cellular network.
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Savings can be especially substantial when Video Gateways located in vehicles transmit video en-route
over a cellular network. In this scenario, the transmission of live video can be limited to those cases in
which it is absolutely necessary, and even then, the quality can be reduced to the minimum level
required at the time. Meanwhile, video can be recorded at high quality and stored on the Video
Gateway, for download over a WiFi connection at a depot.

D To change the video quality:
x Right-click the video pane, and then, under Quality, select the required quality setting.

Figure 65: Selecting a video quality

Using PTZ Controls
Some cameras can be remotely aimed and/or zoomed. You can use SVCentral to make use of these cameras’ pan,
tilt, and zoom (PTZ) functions.

D To use the PTZ controls:
1. Right-click the video pane, and then select Add PTZ buttons. The PTZ controls are superimposed on the
video pane.
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Figure 66: PTZ controls superimposed on a video pane
2. Click the controls to aim and zoom, as follows:
Camera Control

Description

Camera Control

Description

Pan left

Tilt down

Pan right

Zoom in

Tilt up

Zoom out

Note: If the camera does not have PTZ controls, or its PTZ controls are not activated in the Video Gateway’s
configuration, the PTZ controls have no effect.

D To hide the PTZ controls:
x Right-click the video pane, and then select Remove PTZ buttons.

Zooming In on a Location in a Video Pane
You can open a Zoom window in which you can zoom in on any spot in a live video-pane. The window zooms in
on the location in the video frame that is currently pointed at by your mouse cursor. The zoom level can be adjusted
from x2 through x12; by default, it is x4.
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Zoom level controls

Mouse cursor in video pane

Zoom window showing
detail of area around cursor

Figure 67: Zoom window
To

Do This

Open a Zoom window

Right-click the video pane and then select Show Zoom Window.

Zoom in on a location

In the video pane, point your mouse cursor at the location.

Change the zoom level

In the upper-left corner of the Zoom window, select

to increase the zoom,

to decrease it. The new zoom level is displayed momentarily beside the
or
zoom controls.

Figure 68: Zoom level displayed

Audio In: Listening to Sound from On-Site
When the video stream playing in the currently selected video pane has an audio stream associated with it, the audio
stream can be played along with the video stream through the speakers of your PC.
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NOTE: For an audio stream to be associated with a video stream, the following conditions must be met:
i A microphone is connected to the Video Gateway
i The microphone is linked in the configuration of the Video Gateway to the camera that is capturing
the video stream.
If an audio stream is associated with the video stream that is playing in the selected video pane, Play Audio appears
in the pane's context menu. (If the audio is currently playing, Stop Audio appears instead of Play Audio.)

Figure 69: Play Audio in the context menu of a video pane

To turn audio-in on (or off) in a video pane:
x Right-click the video pane, and then select Play Audio (or Stop Audio).
NOTE:

You can only maintain a single active incoming audio connection. The active incoming audio
connection is the one whose video pane is currently selected.

Audio Out: Speaking with People On-Site
Audio-out allows you to speak to people on-site through the speaker(s) of a Video Gateway that is located there.
This feature is available if one or more speakers connected to the Video Gateway (a built-in speaker and/or an
external speaker connected to the unit) are activated in the Video Gateway's configuration. When this is the case, a
speaker appears in the left panel, in the list of devices connected to the Video Gateway.
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Figure 70: Speaker in list of devices connected to Video Gateway

Speaker Dialog Box
You control the transmission of audio from your location to the Video Gateway in a speaker dialog box. When you
open a speaker dialog box for a Video Gateway, an audio connection to that Video Gateway is created, but no audio
is as yet transmitted. Audio is only transmitted when you turn transmission on, in which case the Talk button
appears in the speaker dialog box.
You can open a number of speaker dialog boxes at one time, one per Video Gateway, and use one or more of them
at a time to transmit audio from your location to the locations of the Video Gateways.

D To open a speaker dialog box for a Video Gateway:
1. In the left panel, in the Devices tab, right click the name of the Video Gateway, and then select Push to Talk.
The Push to Talk dialog box for the Video Gateway opens, and the name of the Video Gateway appears in
the title bar.

Figure 71: Push to Talk dialog box

Activating Audio Transmission
Once a Push to Talk dialog box is open for a Video Gateway, you can use it to speak to people on-site. You can
turn on audio transmission in one of two ways:
x Holding down the Push to Talk button whenever you want to transmit audio, and releasing it when you do not
want to transmit audio.
x Toggling audio transmission on and off by selecting and clearing the Toggle PTT checkbox.

D To speak to people on-site:
x Do one of the following:
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With the mouse cursor on the Push to Talk button, hold down the left mouse button. The button label is
changed to Talk.





Select the Toggle PTT checkbox. The label of the Push to Talk button is changed to Talk.

Regardless of which method you use, your microphone is turned on, and all sound that is picked up by it is
transmitted to the Video Gateway and broadcast from it speakers so that people on-site can hear it.
Whenever the microphone is turned on, the message in the speaker dialog box indicates how long it has been
on (in seconds), and the button on the lower right is labeled Talk.

D To stop transmitting audio:
x Do one of the following:




If you are holding the Talk button down, release it.





If the Toggle PTT checkbox is selected, clear it.

In both cases, transmission stops, the button label is changed from Talk to Push to Talk, and the speaker
dialog box once again looks like it did when it was first opened (see figure 71).

Transmitting Audio to Multiple Sites Simultaneously
You can transmit sound to multiple Video Gateways simultaneously by opening audio connections to them and
turning them all on at the same time. For example, you could use this feature to make announcements that are
intended for people who are at a number of different locations at which Video Gateways are installed.

D To transmit sound to multiple Video Gateways simultaneously:
1. For each Video Gateway to which you want to transmit audio, open a speaker dialog box.
2. Select the Toggle PTT checkboxes of each of the dialog boxes. All sound that is picked up by your
microphone is transmitted to all of the Video Gateways and broadcast from their speakers.

Closing an Audio-Out Connection
Whenever a speaker dialog box is open for a Video Gateway, an audio-out connection is open, even if it is not
currently turned on.

D To close an audio connection to a Video Gateway:
x Close the speaker dialog box.

Recording a Live Video Stream
When a video stream is playing in a video pane, you can record the stream as it plays and save the recorded stream
as a file on your PC or network. The video is saved as an AVI file, in the size in which it is displayed (e.g., if it is
playing in a CIF window, it is recorded in CIF size). AVI is a standard video format that can be played by most
standard video players.

D To record a live video stream as it plays in a video pane:
1. Right-click the video pane, and then select Start Live Recording. Recording begins, and REC flashes at the
upper left of the video pane. The context menu closes. (If you open it while recording is under way, you will
see that the Start Live Recording option has been replaced with a Stop Live Recording option.)
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Figure 72: Selecting Start Live Recording in the pop-up menu of a video pane

Live recording
in progress

Figure 73: REC indicating live recording is underway
2. When you want to stop recording, right-click the video pane again, and then select Stop Live Recording.
Recording stops, and the recorded video is saved in a file in your Documents folder under
SVCentral\Recordings (usually, C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Recordings). A Windows
File Explorer window opens to this folder and displays a list of the files it contains, with the new file selected.
Note: The name of the file includes the name of the Video Gateway, the name of the camera, and the times at
which the first and last frames were captured. For example, DemoServer_CAM4_2017_9_14_20_55_162017_9_14_20_55_46.avi is a video recording from a Video Gateway called DemoServer, from Camera 4;
the video was captured on Sept. 14th, 2017, from 8:55:16 PM to 8:55:46 PM.
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Figure 74: Selecting Stop Live Recording in the pop-up menu of a video pane

Saving a Snapshot of a Video Frame
You can save a frame from a live video stream that is playing in a video pane as a JPG file. The file is saved in your
Documents folder under SVCentral\Snapshots (usually,
C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Snapshots). Its name includes the time and date at which it was
captured.

D To save a snapshot of a frame that is displayed in a video pane:
x Double-click the video pane.

Viewing Stream Information
When a video stream is open in a video pane, you can see information about the stream, such as its quality,
resolution, bit rate, and frame rate.

D To view information about the video stream playing in a video pane:
x Right-click the video pane, and then select Stream Info. A stream-info dialog box opens and displays the
information.

Figure 75: Stream-info dialog box
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Viewing Live Video in a Separate Window
If you wish, you can open a stand-alone live-stream window for playing live video from a Video Gateway. Opening
live-stream windows for individual Video Gateways enables you to easily keep track of all of the cameras situated
at a single location.
You can open as many live-stream windows as you like at one time. Each window is linked to a single Video
Gateway, and can display video streams from up to four of the cameras connected to the Video Gateway
simultaneously. While the window is open, you can change the selected cameras at any time. In addition, you can
resize the window, change the video quality settings, and open the stream info of a video stream. Live-stream
windows can also be minimized and closed as necessary.

Figure 76: Live-stream window

D To open a live-stream window for a Video Gateway:
x In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway, and then select Open Live Video Streams. The live-stream
window opens and displays video from the first camera connected to the Video Gateway.
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Figure 77: Live-stream window when it is first opened

Selecting Cameras
You can choose to view video from one camera at a time or from up to four cameras simultaneously. When you
view video from one camera, the video fills the entire video panel in the window. If you choose to view video from
multiple cameras, the video panel is divided into two or four panes (depending on the number of cameras selected),
each of which displays video from one camera.

D To select other or additional cameras:
1. In the upper-left of the window, in the Select Cameras field, click the . A list of the cameras connected to
the Video Gateway opens.
2. Select up to four cameras from the list.

Figure 78: Selecting cameras
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3. At the bottom of the list, select OK. The list closes, and video from the first four cameras selected plays in the
live-stream window.

Figure 79: Four cameras playing
Note: The size of the window is not changed at this point. If you selected a different number of cameras than
were selected before, the window is divided evenly among all of the displayed streams. Resize the window
manually as required in order to see them as you wish (e.g., as in figure 76 above).

Resizing the Live-Stream Window
The live-stream window can be resized as required. When multiple video panes are open in the video window, all of
the panes are scaled equally to fit the window size. The changes you make affect all the video panes in the window,
but do not affect other windows that are open or that you open later on.

D To resize the live-stream window:
x Drag the sides or corners of the window.

Changing the Video Quality
When you first open a video stream in the live-stream window, the Video Gateway transmits the video stream to
SVCentral according to the default image quality defined in the SVCentral options (see Global Application Options,
page 146). You can change the video quality level (highest, medium, or low) in a video pane as necessary. Any
changes you make only affect the video pane in which they are made.
NOTE:

For additional information about video quality, see Adjusting the Video Quality, page 44.

D To change the video quality:
x Right-click the video pane, and then, under Quality, select the required quality setting.
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Figure 80: Selecting a video quality

Viewing Stream Information
You can see information about the video stream playing in a video pane, such as its quality, resolution, bit rate, and
frame rate.

D To view information about the video stream playing in a video pane:
x Right-click the video pane, and then select Stream Info. A stream-info dialog box opens and displays the
information.

Figure 81: Stream-info dialog box
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Locating and Tracking Vehicles Using GPS
Mobile Video Gateways (IVG400-N, MVG, and CVG-M models) have built-in GPS receivers that can be used to
track the locations of the Video Gateways. SVCentral retrieves location information from these Video Gateways
every five seconds.
SVCentral can display the locations of GPS-enabled devices on a map. You can choose from a number of different
map systems for this purpose. You can also choose how the location markers will appear and how they will be
labeled.
In addition, information about the routes taken by the Video Gateways (i.e., their previous locations) that is saved
on the Video Gateway's storage medium can be retrieved and presented in a report or played back by displaying the
route on a map.
This section explains how to view the current location of a device on a map. For information about viewing the
route taken by a device, see Playing Stored Data, page 104; Retrieving Stored GPS Information, page 111.

Viewing the Locations of Video Gateways
SVCentral can show the current locations of a selected Video Gateway or group of Video Gateways on a GPS map.
It can do this for Video Gateways with built-in GPS receivers that are activated in the Video Gateways’
configurations. To do this, it retrieves the current location information from the selected Video Gateways and marks
the location of each Video Gateway on the map with a marker ( ), and, by default, a label. It automatically
displays the area in the map in which the selected Video Gateways are located. If a group is selected, it
automatically sets the map’s zoom so that the locations of all of the Video Gateways in the group are visible at one
time. For Video Gateways that have passenger-counting sensors, SVCentral inserts the current passenger count in
the label.
Video Gateway marker

Passenger count

Figure 82: Map showing locations of three Video Gateways
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For vehicles equipped with both SerVision and Mobileye systems, a number denoting a tally of
Mobileye alerts (e.g., ) may be displayed in the Video Gateway marker. For additional information,
see Activating Mobileye Alert Pop-ups, page 69

D To view the current location of a Video Gateway or a group of Video Gateways:
1. In the left panel, select the Video Gateway, or select a group (or Root) to view the locations of all of the Video
Gateways in the group.
2. In the right panel, select the GPS Maps tab. SVCentral retrieves the current location information from the
selected Video Gateways, if they have such information, and shows them on the map

Moving Around in a Map
You can pan within a map to display parts that are currently hidden from view.

D To pan within a map:
x Drag your mouse in the map. The map moves in the direction you drag.
- Or x In the upper-left corner of the map, click one of the four arrows (
direction it points.

,

,

, or

) to move the map in the

Zooming In and Out of a Map
You can zoom in or out of a map. When you do, the level of detail changes, but the location at the center of the map
pane remains the same. In addition, you can zoom in on a location. When you do, the zoom increases by one level,
and the location on which you click is moved to the center of the map pane.

D To zoom in or out of a map:
x In the zoom control on the left side of the map pane, click one of the following:
Zoom Control

Description
Increase the zoom by one level
Decrease the zoom by one level

A zoom level

Select the zoom level
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Click to select this zoom level

Current zoom level

Figure 83: Zoom control

D To zoom in on a location:
x Double-click the location.

Changing the Label Display
You can choose whether to label the device marker on the map or not, and, if so, whether to use a short label that
only gives the name of the Video Gateway or a long label that also includes the date and time at which the location
was detected, the GPS coordinates of the location, and the speed and direction of motion. When you choose not to
display labels at all, or to display short labels, you can still open the long version of the label temporarily. You can
also temporarily close a label, so that you can see what is below it (e.g., the map, or the label of another Video
Gateway). Finally, you can hide the marker entirely if you wish.

Figure 84: Marker with long label
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Figure 85: Marker with short label

Figure 86: Marker with no label

Figure 87: Label with no marker

D To choose a label display type:
x In the GPS Maps toolbar, select one of the following buttons:
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Long labels
Short labels
No labels

Figure 88: GPS Maps toolbar options

D To temporarily open a long label when a short label or no label is displayed:
x Click the location marker (or the short label, if it is visible).
Note: After a few seconds, the long label closes again.

D To temporarily close a label:
x In the upper-right corner of the label, click

.

Note: After a few seconds, the label reappears.

D To hide the location markers:
1. In the upper-right of the map pane, click

to open the Base Layer menu (see figure 89 above).

2. Clear the Markers checkbox.
Note: To close the Base Layer menu, click

.

Changing the Base Layer of the Map
SVCentral supports a number of base layers for the GPS map. These layers define the look and feel of the maps in
which GPS locations are indicated. The following base layers are supported:
x Google Maps (Streets, Hybrid, and Satellite views)
x OpenStreets (Mapnik)
x Nokia Ovi Maps
These map services are available, free of charge, whenever the PC has internet access.

D To change the base layer of the map:
1. In the upper-right of the map pane, click
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Figure 89: Base Layer menu opened
2. Under Base Layer, select the base layer you want to use. The map display changes accordingly.
Note: To close the Base Layer menu, click

.

Following a Video Gateway
If you want to keep tabs on the location of a Video Gateway at a time, you can “follow” it. When you follow a
Video Gateway, the location marker on the GPS map moves as the vehicle moves, and the map itself automatically
pans so that the location marker is always in the center of the map pane.

D To follow a Video Gateway:
x In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway, and then select Follow Gateway on Map. In the GPS Map
tab, the current location of the Video Gateway is shown in the center of the map pane. As the Video Gateway
moves, the map moves so that the location of the Video Gateway remains in the center of the pane.

D To stop following a Video Gateway:
x In the left panel, select a different Video Gateway.

Opening a Live Video Stream from a Map
You can open a live video stream from a Video Gateway directly from its location marker on a map.

D To open a live video stream from a map:
x In the map, right-click the Video Gateway marker and then select Start Video Stream. A separate video
window opens and displays video from camera #1 of the Video Gateway. For information about working with
the video window, see Viewing Live Video in a Separate Window, page 53.
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Viewing Mobileye Alerts from the GPS Map
For Video Gateways deployed together with Mobileye’s ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance System), you can
open reports directly from the GPS map about the Mobileye alerts that were generated on a vehicle.
NOTE:

For additional information about Mobileye events and their handling in SVCentral, see Viewing
Mobileye Alert Reports, page 76.

Opening a Report of Alerts from the GPS Map
You can open a report about Mobileye alerts that were generated on a Video Gateway directly from its location
marker on the map of the GPS Maps tab. Once the report is open, you can click on the location of any alert to see it
in Google Maps in your browser. If video of the event is available, you can also play the video from the report.

D To generate a report of Mobileye alerts from the GPS Maps tab:
1. In the right panel, in the GPS Maps tab, right-click the Video Gateway marker and then select Show Alerts
Report. A blank Alerts Report for Gateway window opens.

Figure 90: Selecting Show Alerts Report from the context menu of a Video Gateway marker
2. At the top of the window, select one of the following options:
Option

Description

Get Last 24 Hours Alerts

Opens a list of the Mobileye alerts generated over the past 24 hours

Get Last Week Alerts

Opens a list of the Mobileye alerts generated over the past week

Go to Full Reports

Switches to the Mobileye Reports tab, in which you can select the options
you want and then generate a report about the Mobileye alerts that were
generated on the Video Gateway (see Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports,
page 76)

If you selected one of the first two options, the information is displayed in the Alerts Report for Gateway
window, as in the figure below.
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Figure 91: Alerts Report window showing alerts from the past week

Seeing the Location of a Mobileye Event
You can select the location of any Mobileye event to see it in Google Maps in your browser.
NOTE:

The Geo-coding server automatically converts GPS coordinates into location names or numbers.
Whether names or numbers appear in SVCentral depends on the information available to the server
about the location.

D To see the location of an event in Google Maps:
x In the Street column, double-click the location of the event. A new window or tab of your browser opens,
with Google Maps displayed, and the location of the event indicated with a location marker ( ).
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Figure 92: Location opened in Google Maps

Playing Video of a Mobileye Event
If video of a Mobileye event is available, a Play icon (
) appears in the Video column of the report, and you can
play the video directly from the report. If video of an event is not available for playback, N/A appears in the Video
column instead of the Play icon.
Playback of an event begins with the pre-alarm period, and ends with the post-alarm period (as configured in the
download job; see Configuring SVDownloader to Download Video of Mobileye Events, page 77). During the event
itself, a Mobileye event icon appears in the video (see figure 93 below). The icon can be dragged around the screen
or hidden independently of the playback window. If two or more cameras are linked to the event, two video streams
are played in the playback window, one in the main part of the window and the other in a smaller pane in the corner
of the window (as in figure 93).
NOTE:

For additional information about Mobileye events, and about the icons used to represent each type,
see Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports, page 76.

D To play video of an event:
x Double-click anywhere in the event’s row (except the Street column). A playback window opens and plays
the video
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Mobileye event icon

Figure 93: Playback window playing recorded video of a Mobileye event

Viewing Mobileye Events on a GPS Map
On a GPS map, you can view a history of Mobileye alerts that were generated on a Video Gateway, with markers
showing where each event occurred. You can expand the marker labels to see more information about the events,
and play video of events from the markers.
NOTE:

If the Video Gateway is not currently connected to SVCentral, so that its location does not appear on
the GPS map, you cannot access information about it from the GPS map. However, if information
about its past Mobileye alerts is stored in the database, you can access it from the Mobileye Reports
tab (see Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports, page 76).

D To view Mobileye alerts on the GPS map:
1. In the map, right-click the Video Gateway marker and then select Show Alerts on Map. A submenu opens.
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Figure 94: Show Alerts on Map with submenu open
2. At the top of the submenu, select the start time of the time period to include in the results. (The time period
ends at the present time.)

Figure 95: Selecting the time period
3. Select the checkboxes of the types of alerts to include in the results.
4. Select Show Alerts. A separate GPS Maps window opens and displays the events on the map in the locations
in which they occurred.
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Figure 96: Alerts from the past year shown on a GPS map

D To expand a label:
x Click the label or the marker.
Note: If text is hidden at the side and/or bottom of the label, scroll bar(s) are added to the label as appropriate.
Drag the scroll bars to see the hidden text.

Figure 97: Label expanded

Figure 98: Scrolling down in label

D To play video of an event:
x Right-click the label or the marker, and then select Play Video. A playback window opens and plays the
video, beginning with the pre-alarm period, and ending with the post-alarm period. During the event itself, a
Mobileye event icon appears in the video (as in figure 93). The icon can be dragged around the screen, or
closed, independently of the playback window.

Figure 99: Right-clicking the label
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Activating Mobileye Alert Pop-ups
Mobileye alert pop-ups are an optional feature of SVCentral. When this option is activated, SVCentral opens a popup video window on your screen whenever a Mobileye alert is generated on a vehicle. The pop-up window plays
live video from the Video Gateway, with the location in which the alert was generated superimposed on the video
pane. A Mobileye icon on the window indicates the type of Mobileye alert. The window remains open and playing
the live video for 20 seconds, unless you close it manually. The icon can be dragged around the screen or closed
separately from the window; it is closed automatically when the window closes.
Location of event

Pop-up video window

Marker with alert tally

Alert icon (LDW-right)

Figure 100: Pop-up Mobileye alert

D To turn Mobileye-alert pop-ups on or off:
x In the Options window, under Show Mobileye Video Popups, select Yes to activate the feature, or No to
deactivate it.
Note: For additional information about the Options window, see Global Application Options, page 146.

Viewing a Tally of New Mobileye Alerts in the GPS Map
SVCentral can keep tabs on the number of Mobileye alerts that were generated by the Mobileye sensors of a Video
Gateway since the last time an alert report was opened, and display the current tally on the Video Gateway’s marker
in the GPS map (see figure 100 above).

D To turn Mobileye-alert pop-ups on or off:
x In the Options window, under Show Mobileye alert in GPS maps, select Yes to activate the feature, or No
to deactivate it.
Note: For additional information about the Options window, see Global Application Options, page 146.
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Handling Events
An event is triggered when some kind of defined activity is detected by a Video Gateway in the video stream of a
camera or in the behavior of a sensor. For example, a video-motion-detection (VMD) event is triggered when
motion is detected in the video stream, and a sensor detection event is triggered when a sensor circuit is closed or
opened. The exact occurrences that trigger events depend on how the Video Gateway is configured. The following
types of events can be triggered:
x Video Motion Detection (VMD): Motion was detected in the field of view covered by a camera.
x Video Lost: The Video Gateway is not receiving a video stream from an active camera.
x Sensor: A sensor was activated or deactivated.
x Activator: An activator was turned on or off.
x Mobileye Alert: A Mobileye sensor was activated.
In SVCentral, you can see reports listing events that were triggered by the sensors of a Video Gateway during a
specified period of time. If the sensors are linked with cameras in the Video Gateway’s configuration, you can open
recorded video of an event directly from these reports.
SVCentral can also be configured to notify you of events when they are triggered. You can choose notification
types from a variety of visual and audio options. For example, it can play a siren sound, or open a new video
window and display live video from the site of the event.
You can also activate Mobileye-alert notifications in SVCentral. When this feature is activated, a live-video
window pops up on your screen whenever a Mobileye alert is generated. For additional information, see Activating
Mobileye Alert Pop-ups, page 69.
NOTE:

Event notifications and certain types of event handling can be performed by the Video Gateway as
well. For example, the Video Gateway can be configured to send an e-mail message or to begin
recording video when an event is triggered. These types of event handling are configured in the system
configuration utility. They are not related to the notifications described in this section.

When SVCentral notifies you of an event, you can also make use of a number of other SVCentral features to help
you deal with that event:
x Open a live video stream from the site (see Viewing Live Video, page 39).
x Turn an alarm or other activator on or off (see Activating an Activator, page 92)
x View the location of the Video Gateway on the GPS map (mobile units only; see Locating and Tracking
Vehicles Using GPS, page 57)

Viewing a List of Events
You can open a report listing the events that were generated by the sensors of a Video Gateway during a specified
period of time. If recorded video of an event in the list is stored on the Video Gateway, you can also play the video
or download it directly from the list of events. In addition, you can save the entire list as a PDF file on your PC.

Loading an Event List
SVCentral can retrieve a list of events from any Video Gateway to which it is connected. Initially, the events
generated by all of the Video Gateway’s sensors (except for VMD sensors) on the current day are listed, but you
can then select the sensors and time frame to include in the list.
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The first time you open an event list, the time range included in the report begins at midnight of the
current day and ends at the time the list was generated. If you then modify the time range and load the
events again, the new time range you selected is used for subsequent reports until you manually change
it again or you restart the SVCentral application.

D To see a list of events that were generated on a Video Gateway:
1. In the left panel, select the Video Gateway.
2. In the right panel, select the Event List tab. SVCentral retrieves a list of all the events that were generated on
the Video Gateway on the current day from the Video Gateway. While the list is being retrieved from the
Video Gateway, a Loading Events for Gateway message appears. When the complete list has been received,
the message closes and the list is displayed.

Figure 101: Loading Events for Gateway message

Figure 102: Event List tab showing the events that were generated on the Video Gateway on the current
date

D To filter the list by selecting the sensors to include in it:
1. Above the list, select the arrow beside the Select Sensors field. A list of the sensors connected to the Video
Gateway opens.
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Figure 103: List of sensors
2. In the list of sensors, select the checkboxes of the sensors whose events you want to include in the list, and
clear those of the sensors you do not want to include.
3. Select Load Events. SVCentral reloads the list, and this time only includes the sensors you selected.
Note: If you also want to change the time range of the list, instead of selecting Load Events, select the new
time range, as explained below. Select Load Events when you have finished modifying both settings.

D To select a different time range:
1. Above the list, select the arrow beside the Select Date Range field. A time-range selector opens.
Select start time (hour and minute)

Select end time (hour and minute)

Duration

Select start date

Select end date

Figure 104: Time-range selector
2. Under From, select the start time and date, and under To, select the end time and date.
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Note: Instead of setting the end date and time, under Duration, you can set the duration in days, hours, and
minutes; the end time will be updated accordingly.
3. Select Load Events. SVCentral reloads the list, and this time uses the time range you selected.
Note: If you also want to change the selected sensors, instead of selecting Load Events, select the sensors, as
explained above. Select Load Events when you have finished modifying both settings.

Playing Video of Events
If the following conditions are met, you can open recorded video of an event directly from the event list:
x The sensor generating the event is linked in the Video Gateway’s configuration to one or more cameras.
x Recorded video from those cameras, from the time of the event, is stored on the Video Gateway.
NOTE:

If no video of an event is available – e.g., if no cameras are connected to the sensor generating the
event, or the camera is not configured to record video, in the unit’s configuration – N/A appears in the
Camera column instead of a link to the video.

If multiple cameras are linked to a sensor, when you play video of an event generated by the sensor, SVCentral
opens video streams from all of the linked cameras in separate panes in a single playback window, and plays them
in synchronized fashion.

Figure 105: One event with two video streams playing in a single playback window
NOTE:

For information about working with the playback window, see Working with the Playback Window,
page 108.

You can also choose to open video of up to four video events simultaneously. When you do so, video from each
event opens in a separate playback window. (If you select more than four events, only the first four are opened.)
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Figure 106: Two events playing in two separate windows
NOTE:

Although Mobileye events can appear in the Event List tab, video of Mobileye events cannot be
opened from the list. It can, however, be opened from the Mobileye Reports tab. For additional
information, see Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports, page 76.

D To play video of an event:
x In the list of events, double-click the event. A playback window opens and plays all available video of the
event from the cameras that are linked to the sensor (see figure 105, above).

D To play video of multiple events:
1. In the left column of the event list, select the checkbox of each event you want to play (up to four events).
2. Below the list, select Play. Playback windows open for each of the events and play the video (see figure 106,
above).

Downloading Video of an Event
You can download recorded video of an event to your PC. The video is saved as one or more AVI files – one file
for each camera linked to the sensor that generated the event.

D To download video of an event:
1. In the event list, right-click the event, and then select Download Event. A Select Data to Download dialog
box opens, with the start time automatically set to 10 seconds before the event, the end time set to 60 seconds
after the event, and the cameras linked to the sensor that generated the event selected.
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Figure 107: Select Data to Download dialog bix
2. Modify the settings in the window as required, and then select Download. The selected video is saved in AVI
file(s) in the folder specified in the text field at the bottom of the window (to the left of the Browse button).
Note: For additional information about working with this dialog box, see Downloading Stored Video,
page 109.

Exporting an Event List
You can save an event list as a PDF file on your PC. All of the events listed in the event list when you save the list
are included in the file. The file is saved in your Documents folder under \SVCentral\Reports (usually,
C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Reports).
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Figure 108: Event list saved in PDF file
NOTE:

If the checkbox beside an event is selected in the Event List screen when you generate the PDF file,
“True” appears in the Selected column of the table in the file.

D To save the list of events:
x In the event list, right-click the event, and then select Export Table to PDF. The list of events is saved as a
PDF file in your Documents folder under \SVCentral\Reports.

Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports
SVCentral includes a special framework for working with vehicles in which both an IVG400-N Video Gateway and
Mobileye’s collision avoidance system are installed. This framework enables you to see the locations at which
Mobileye events occurred, both on a GPS map and in a report, and to play recorded video of those events directly
from the map or report. It also allows you to export reports in PDF format, so that you can print them and access
them later, as necessary.

Supported Mobileye Event Types
Mobileye sensors generate alerts to drivers when they detect events like lane departures, tail-gating, or near
collisions with vehicles or other objects. The SerVision IVG400-N can be set up and configured to receive
information about these Mobileye alerts when they are generated, and then to handle them as special kinds of sensor
events. When Mobileye events are played back, or when pop-up notifications of Mobileye alerts are received, icons
are superimposed on the video to indicate which type of Mobileye alert was generated.
The Mobileye events handled by the IVG400-N, and their icons, are as follows:
Event

Description

FCW + PCW

Forward Collision Warning (FCW) or Pedestrian
Collision Warning (PCW)

Icon

The vehicle is about to collide with the vehicle or a
pedestrian in front of it.
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Event

Description

HW1

Headway Monitoring Warning (HMW)

Icon

The vehicle is too close to the vehicle in front of it.

LDW_Left

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) - left
The vehicle is swerving from the lane to the left.

LDW_Right

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) - right
The vehicle is swerving from the lane to the right.

TSR

Traffic Sign Recognition
The vehicle is moving faster than the speed limit
(that was detected on a roadside sign).
Note: Not currently supported by SVCentral.

UFCW

Urban Forward Collision Warning
The vehicle is about to collide with another vehicle
or object at low speed (in an urban setting).
Note: Not currently supported by SVCentral.

Configuring SVDownloader to Download Video of Mobileye Events
In order for recorded video of Mobileye events to be available for playback, SVDownloader must be configured
to download video from the Video Gateway by event, and you must select the cameras from which you want to
download video for to each type of alert.
For a single Mobileye event, SVCentral can play two video streams simultaneously in the playback window, a
main stream filling the main video pane, and second stream in a smaller pane in the corner of the window. If two
cameras are linked to a particular type of Mobileye event, video from both cameras is automatically played when
an event of that type is played back. If more than two cameras are linked to a type of Mobileye event, video from
the first two cameras is played in the playback window.
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Figure 109: Playback window showing two video streams
NOTE:

This section briefly explains how to configure SVDownloader to download video of Mobileye events.
For complete information about configuring SVDownloader, see Configuring Download Jobs,
page 119.

D To configure SVDownloader to download video of Mobileye events:
1. In the right panel, select the Downloader tab.
2. At the bottom-left of the tab, select Reload Gateways. The list of Video Gateways under Select Gateways is
updated as necessary to include all of the Video Gateways that appear in the left panel.
3. Under Download Type, select By Event.
4. Fill in the timing settings as follows:

Figure 110: Timing settings for Download Type “By Event”
Field

Description

Pre Alarm Time

The amount of time before each event that should be included in the
downloaded video of an event.

Post Alarm Time

The amount of time after each event that should be included in the
downloaded video of an event.
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Field

Description

Keep existing jobs

When this option is selected, this job will be added to the list of by-event jobs
for the selected Video Gateway. When this option is cleared, this job will
replace all other by-event jobs for the Video Gateway.

5. Under Select Gateways, select the Video Gateways from which you want SVDownloader to download the
video.
When you select a Video Gateway, the cameras connected to it appear in the Select Cameras list. The list is
divided by Video Gateway; the name of each selected Video Gateway appears in the list in blue, and below it,
the cameras connected to it appear in black.
6. Under Select Cameras, select the cameras from which you want SVDownloader to download the video.
When you select a camera, the sensors connected to its Video Gateway appear in the Select Sensors list.
Note: For IVG400-N systems, if you select two camera streams, one in HD, and the other a sub-stream,
SVCentral automatically plays the HD stream in the main video pane, and the other stream in the smaller
pane. For example, you could choose the HD stream of the camera that shows the view from the windshield,
and the sub-stream of the camera that shows the driver, as in figure 111 below.
7. Under Select Sensors, select the sensors whose events should cause video from the selected cameras to be
downloaded.

Figure 111: Configuring SVDownloader for Mobileye sensors
8. Select Activate. The download job is created, and a confirmation message appears. SVDownloader will
perform the job in accordance with the defined settings.
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Figure 112: Confirmation message

Generating a Report
You can open a report listing the Mobileye alerts that were generated in your system. By default, the report includes
all available information for the current day, from all of the Video Gateways in your system that are integrated with
Mobileye systems. You can choose to filter the report so that it only includes certain Video Gateways and/or
Mobileye sensors, and you can select any time range you wish.
NOTE:

An accurate report cannot be generated if SVCentral cannot connect to the Mobileye MySQL database.
Before you attempt to generate a report, ensure that the Mobileye database settings are configured
correctly in the SVCentral Options dialog box (database IP address, name, username, and password).
For additional information about these settings, see Global Application Options, page 146.

D To open a report on Mobileye alerts:
1. In the right panel, select the Mobileye Reports tab.
2. Under Select Gateways, select the Video Gateways to include in the report.
Note: If no Video Gateways appear in the list, SVCentral is most likely not connected to the Mobileye
MySQL database. Check the database settings in the SVCentral Options dialog box (see Note above).
To filter the list, under Search, enter a sequence of characters. Only those Video Gateways whose names
contain the sequence you enter are displayed in the list.
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Figure 113: Selecting Video Gateways to include in the report
Note: All Video Gateways for which Mobileye event information is stored in the database appear in the list.
Video Gateways may appear in the list even if they are not currently being monitored by SVCentral (i.e., they
are not in the list in the left panel), and similarly, Video Gateways may appear in SVCentral’s list in the left
panel and not in this list, if SVDownloader has never been configured to download video of Mobileye events
from them.
3. Under Select Alerts, specify the criteria that define which alerts to include in the report, as follows:
Field

Description

Min Alerts num

Enter the minimum number of alerts meeting the criteria that must be found for a
Video Gateway in order for the Video Gateway to be included in the report.
For example, if you enter “10,” the report will only include Video Gateways for
which at least ten alerts (of the kinds defined below) were generated in the time
period included in the report.

All Alerts

Select this option to include all types of Mobileye alerts in the report.
Note: When this option is selected, the Min Speed field immediately below it is
available.

Min Speed

Enter the minimum speed at which the vehicle had to be moving when an alert
was generated in order for the alert to be included in the report.
Note: This option is only available when All Alerts is selected.
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Field

Description

Define Specific Alerts

Select this option if you want to limit the data in the report to alerts of particular
types and/or alerts that were generated when the vehicle was moving at least as
fast as a specified speed.
When this option is selected, the fields below it become available. Fill them in as
follows:
x Select the checkbox of each type of alert to include in the report.
x In the Min Speed field beside each selected type of alert, enter
the minimum speed at which the vehicle had to be moving when
the alert was generated in order for the alert to be included in
the report.

Figure 114: Selecting alert properties
4. Under From, select the start time of the data to include in the report.
5. Under To, select the end time of the data to include in the report.
6. Select Show. The report is generated, and a summary of its results appears in the table below the report
settings. Each Video Gateway that was selected under Select Gateway, and for which alerts meeting the
criteria specified under Select Alerts were found, appears in the table, along with the quantity of each type of
alert that was generated on it in the specified time period.
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Figure 115: Report showing the Video Gateways for which alerts meeting the specified criteria were found

Viewing Details about the Events in the Report
You can expand each Video Gateway in the report to see a list of its events.

D To expand a Video Gateway:
x Double-click its row in the table.
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Figure 116: Video Gateway expanded to show a detailed list of events

Seeing the Location of an Event
You can select the location of any event to see it in Google Maps in your browser.
NOTE:

The Geo-coding server automatically converts GPS coordinates into location names or numbers.
Whether names or numbers appear depends on the information available about the location on the
server.

D To see the location of a Mobileye event in Google Maps:
x In the Street column, double-click the location of the event. A new window or tab of your browser opens,
with Google Maps displayed, and the location of the event indicated with a location marker ( ).
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Figure 117: Location opened in Google Maps

Playing Video of an Event
If video of a Mobileye event is available, a Play icon (
) appears in the Video column of the report, and you can
play the video directly from the report. If video of an event is not available for playback, N/A appears in the Video
column instead of the Play icon.
Playback of an event begins with the pre-alarm period, and ends with the post-alarm period (as configured in the
download job; see Configuring SVDownloader to Download Video of Mobileye Events, page 77). During the event
itself, a Mobileye event icon appears in the video (see figure 118 below). The icon can be dragged around the
screen or hidden independently of the playback window. If two or more cameras are linked to the event, two video
streams are played in the playback window, one in the main part of the window and the other in a smaller pane in
the corner of the window (as in figure 118).

D To play video of a Mobileye event:
x Double-click anywhere in the event’s row (except the Street column). A playback window opens and plays
the video (see figure 118 below).

D To hide the Mobileye-event icon:
x At the upper right of the icon, click
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Mobileye event icon

Figure 118: Playback window playing recorded video of a Mobileye event (LDW_Left)

Using the Playback Controls
The following playback controls are available in the Mobileye-event playback window:
Control

Description
Progress bar, indicating the current playback time.
x To select a new starting point for playback, drag the slider ( ) to
the desired location on the bar. Play is paused at the new
location. Click the Play button (
there.

) to resume playing from

x To move the slider back or forward by a single frame, click the
progress bar to the left or right of the slider (respectively). Play
is paused at the location of the slider. Click the Play button
(

) to resume playing from there.

Play button; click to play the video from the location of the slider.
Pause button; click to stop playback at the current location, and leave the slider
there.
Stop button; click to stop playback and return the slider to the beginning of the
video stream.
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Description
Select Speed button; click to open a menu of playback speeds to choose from,
and then click the desired speed.

Figure 119: Menu of playback speeds
If you change the speed while the video is playing, the new speed is implemented
immediately. If you do so when the video is paused or stopped, it is implemented
when playing begins.
Default Speed button; when the playback speed was changed, click this button
to reset it to normal speed.

Resizing the Playback Window
The playback window can be resized by dragging its sides or corners or by maximizing it to fill the entire screen.
When the window is resized in one of these ways, the video panes are resized accordingly, and the video is
stretched to fit into the video panes in their new sizes.

Exporting a General Report
You can export the Video Gateway list of a Mobileye report – the summary table with no Video Gateways
expanded – to a PDF file.

Figure 120: Exported general Mobileye report (PDF)

D To export a general Mobileye report:
x Anywhere in the table, with the Video Gateways collapsed or expanded, right click, and then select Export
General Report to PDF. The report is exported to the Documents folder of the PC, under
\SVCentral\Reports (e.g., C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Reports), and a File Explorer
window opens to that location.
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Figure 121: Exporting a general report

Exporting a Detailed Report for a Single Video Gateway
When a Video Gateway is expanded in the Mobileye Reports tab, you can export the list of events to a PDF file.

Figure 122: Exported detailed Mobileye report (PDF)

D To export a general Mobileye report:
x Anywhere in the expanded part of the table, right click, and then select Export Detailed Report to PDF. The
report is exported to the Documents folder of the PC, under \SVCentral\Reports (e.g.,
C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Reports), and a File Explorer window opens to that location.

Figure 123: Exporting a detailed report
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Managing Event Notifications
Within SVCentral, you can choose to receive the following types of notifications when an event is triggered:
x Pop-up alert: A small Alert window with information about the event opens in the lower-right of your screen;
from the window, live video from cameras linked to the sensor can be opened.
x Sound notification: A sound is played or an alarm siren is sounded.
x Video display: Live video streams from the cameras linked to the sensor that triggered the event are opened in
standalone windows on your screen. Optionally, the video streams can also be recorded and saved on the PC.
x Notification log: A notification log opens and displays information about the event. From the log, live video
from cameras linked to the sensor, or recorded video from these cameras from the time of the event, can be
opened. When additional events occur, information about them is added to this log, enabling you to keep tabs
on multiple events and sites at the same time.
If you choose to activate any notifications for a sensor, a pop-up alert is automatically activated for that sensor as
well. You can choose multiple types of other notifications for each sensor if you wish.

D To configure event notifications for a Video Gateway:
1. In the right panel, select the Notifications tab.
2. In the left panel, select the Video Gateway for whose notification settings you want to configure.

Figure 124: Notifications tab
3. At the top of the panel, select the type of event for which you want to configure the notifications:




Motion Begin: A VMD event was triggered by a camera.





Video Lost: The Video Gateway stopped receiving a video signal from a camera.





Sensor On: A sensor or activator was activated.





Sensor Off: A sensor or activator was deactivated.

The tab for that type of event opens.
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4. For each device in the list, select the sound and video notifications you require for the specified type of event.
Choose from the following options:




Sound: Play a notification sound.





Siren Alarm: Play a siren alarm for five seconds.





Video Popup: Open a live video stream from the cameras linked to the sensor in a standalone video
window.





Popup Record: Open a live video stream from the cameras linked to the sensor in a standalone video
window. In addition, record video of the event in an AVI file and save it on the PC. The file is saved in
the Documents folder under SVCentral\Recordings (usually,
C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Recordings).





Live Video and Smart Popup: Open a Notification Log window containing a description of the event
and providing various options for handling the event. See Working with a Notification Log Window,
below.

5. Repeat steps 3-4 as necessary for each type of event.
6. Click Save Changes. The notifications are set as you configured them.

Handling Pop-Up Alerts
When an event is configured to generate a notification, instances of the event cause an Alert pop-up window to
open on the lower-right of your screen.

Figure 125: Alert pop-up window
The Alert window indicates what type of event generated the notification. If the sensor that generated the event is
linked to one or more cameras, you can open live video from these cameras directly from the Alert window. The
window remains open until you close it. It can be dragged around your screen and minimized. If additional
notifications are generated before you close an Alert window, additional Alert windows are opened above the
existing windows.

D To open live video from the site of an event:
x In the Alert window, select Open Live View.

D To close the Alert window:
x Select .

Working with a Notification Log Window
The Notification Log lists all the events that occurred during the current SVCentral session (unless you deleted
them from the window, as explained below), giving the name of the Video Gateway, the name of the sensor, the
type of event, and the time at which the event began, for each event in the list. If the sensor is linked to a camera,
from the window, you can open a live stream from the camera and/or a recorded stream of the event. In addition,
you can delete events from the list in the window (individually, or all the events in the list), if you no longer want to
see them in the list.
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Deleting events from the Notification Log window only affects whether they appear in the
Navigation Log window on your PC; it does not affect what other users see, or information about, and
recordings of, the events that are stored on the Video Gateway or in the SVDownloader database.

When an event is configured to generate a Smart Popup notification (as explained above – see p. 89), instances of
the event cause the Notification Log window to open. In this case, the top event in the list is the one that caused
the Notification Log to open.

Figure 126: Notification Log window

D To view live video from the camera(s) linked to the sensor that generated an event:
x Select the event, and then click Live Stream. A live stream from the camera opens in a video window.
Note: If the sensor is not linked in its configuration to any cameras, no video window opens.

D To view recorded video of an event:
x Select the event, and then click Play Event. Recorded video from the camera(s) linked to the sensor that
generated the event opens in a video window.
Note: If the Video Gateway was not configured to record the video from this camera, or the sensor is not
linked in its configuration to any cameras, the event cannot be played.

D To delete an event from the list:
x Select the event, and then click Delete Row.

D To delete all of the events from the log:
x Click Delete All.
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Activating an Activator
Another way you can use SVCentral to respond to an event is to remotely operate an output activator connected to a
Video Gateway. For example, when you discover a problem on-site, you can open or close a gate, turn on lights,
turn an alarm on or off, etc.

D To turn an activator on or off:
1. In the left panel, right-click the activator and then select Activate. You are prompted to confirm that you want
to activate the activator.
Note: If the Video Gateway is not expanded, expand it to display all connected devices so that you can see the
activator in the list, and then right-click the activator.

Figure 127: Confirmation prompt
2. Select Yes. The activator is turned on.

D To turn an activator on or off:
x In the left panel, right-click the activator and then select Deactivate. The activator is turned off.
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Monitoring Video Gateway Status
SVCentral can help you monitor the status of your Video Gateways. When this feature, called SVMonitor, is
activated for a Video Gateway, SVCentral attempts to connect to the Video Gateway every five minutes, and, if it
succeeds, it retrieves certain stored data from the unit, including information about the unit’s hardware and software
versions, how long the unit has been running since it was last restarted, and whether its cameras and recorders are
functioning properly.
You can see the data SVMonitor retrieved most recently from each Video Gateway it monitors in the SVMonitor
tab. From the tab, you can also open reports for individual Video Gateways that show the data that was retrieved
from them over specified periods of time. The reports can also be exported as PDF files. In addition,
SVDownloader can be configured to send e-mail notifications when problems are discovered.

Figure 128: SVMonitor tab
NOTE:

SVMonitor can only work if SVDownloader and its MySQL server are installed; see Using
SVDownloader, page 114.

Turning Monitoring On of Off
By default, no Video Gateways are monitored by SVMonitor. You can add any of the Video Gateways in the leftpanel list to SVMonitor’s list, either individually or as a group. When you do, SVMonitor begins monitoring the
Video Gateway within five minutes.
You can also remove individual Video Gateways and groups of Video Gateways from SVMonitor. When you do so,
the Video Gateway is no longer monitored, but any data that was previously collected by SVMonitor is saved, and
the Video Gateway continues to appear in SVMonitor’s list. The time that appears in the Time column of the Video
Gateway shows the last time SVMonitor attempted to connect to the Video Gateway.
NOTE:

If you add a group of Video Gateways that contains Video Gateways that are already included in
SVMonitor’s active list, those Video Gateways are not added again, but they remain under monitoring
as they were before. If you remove a group of Video Gateways, all Video Gateways in the group are
removed from active monitoring, even if they were not originally added to the list as part of the group.
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D To add a Video Gateway or a group of Video Gateways to SVMonitor:
x In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway or group and then select Add to SVMonitor. Within the next
five minutes, the Video Gateways selected will appear in the list in the SVMonitor tab, and SVMonitor will
attempt to connect to it.

D To remove a Video Gateway or a group of Video Gateways from SVMonitor:
x In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway or group and then select Remove from SVMonitor. Within
the next five minutes, the Video Gateways selected will be removed from active monitoring by SVMonitor. (It
will still appear in the list in the SVMonitor tab, so you can still see the data that was previously saved by
SVMonitor about it, but SVMonitor will not attempt to connect to it any more.
Note: If you want to remove a Video Gateway from both SVMonitor and SVDownloader, you can do so in a
single action in the Downloader tab, by selecting Remove from Downloader/Monitoring. For additional
information, see Cancelling Jobs, page 125.

Viewing the Current Status of a Video Gateway
You can see the latest information that SVMonitor received from each Video Gateway it is monitoring in the
SVMonitor tab. Each line in the tab displays the data for one Video Gateway. The text is color-coded to indicate
what the status of the Video Gateway was when SVMonitor last attempted to connect to it.
The following color-coding is used in the SVMonitor tab:
Color

Description

Blue

SVMonitor connected to the Video Gateway the last time it attempted to connect, and the Video
Gateway is functioning properly.

OrangeRed

If there is a problem with a camera and/or a recorder, the relevant item appears in this color. For
example, if a camera is not functioning, the statuses of all the cameras appear in this color.

Orange

SVMonitor was unable to connect to the Video Gateway the last time it attempted to connect to it.

Red

SVMonitor has not been able to connect to the Video Gateway for over 24 hours.

A legend at the bottom of the tab shows each of these colors. Move your mouse cursor from outside the legend onto
one of the colors to see a hint about its meaning.

Figure 129: Legend
The following fields appear in the SVMonitor tab:
Field

Description

Time

The time at which SVMonitor last attempted to connect to the Video Gateway.

Gateway

The name of the Video Gateway

Address

The IP address or hostname of the Video Gateway

Port

The port used by the Video Gateway for client access

Build

The build of the firmware that is running on the Video Gateway

HDD Model

The model of the unit’s storage medium
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Field

Description

Machine Uptime

How long it has been since the Video Gateway was last disconnected from a power source

App Uptime

How long it has been since the Video Gateway software was last restarted (usually, after
changes to the configuration were made in the configuration utility (WebMax) and the unit
was restarted from the utility)

Last OK

The time at which SVMonitor last succeeded in connecting to the Video Gateway.

Camera Status

The status of each camera connected to the Video Gateway: OK or Not Connected
If the status of any of the cameras is not OK, the statuses appear in orange type.

Recorder Status

The status of the video recorders that are configured on the Video Gateway:
x If all of the recorders are functioning properly, OK is displayed.
x If some or all of the recorders are not recording, the names of the ones that
are not recording appear, and are displayed in orange type.

Opening a Monitoring Report for a Video Gateway
The SVMonitor tab shows the last status for each Video Gateway in SVMonitor’s list. You can open a report for
any of these Video Gateways that will show its statuses over a specified time period.

Figure 130: SVMonitoring Report for Video Gateway “DemoServer”

D To open a report for a Video Gateway:
1. In the SVMonitor tab, double-click the Video Gateway’s row. A blank report Monitoring Report window
opens.
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Figure 131: Blank Monitoring Report report window
2. By default, the start time of the report is 24 hours before the report is generated. To select a different time,
under From, select the arrow ( ). A time-selector window opens, in which you can choose one of the
following:




24 Hours Ago: 24 hours before the report is generated





One Hour Ago: One hour before the report is generated





Specific Time: Any date and time: in the calendar, select the date, and then, in the Time field, enter the
time

Figure 132: Selecting a specific start time
3. By default, the end time of the report is the time it is generated (“Now”). To select a different end time, under
To, select the arrow ( ). A time-selector window opens, in which you can choose one of the following:
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Now: The time at which the report is generated





Specific Time: Any date and time: in the calendar, select the date, and then, in the Time field, enter the
time.

Figure 133: Selecting a specific end time
4. Select Show. The report opens in the Monitoring Report window (see figure 130 above).
Note: For a description of the columns in the table, see page 94.

Exporting an Open Monitoring Report
You can export an open SVMonitor report to a PDF file.

Figure 134: Exported report (PDF)
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D To export an SVMonitor report:
x Anywhere in the table, right click, and then select Export Monitoring Report to PDF. The report is exported
to the Documents folder of the PC, under \SVCentral\Reports (e.g.,
C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Reports), and a File Explorer window opens to that location.

Figure 135: Exporting a report

Configuring SVMonitor E-mail Notifications
SVCentral can send e-mail notifications about problems that are discovered by SVMonitor to one or more e-mail
accounts. When this option is activated, notifications are sent in the following cases:
x SVMonitor has failed to connect to a Video Gateway for 24 hours. An e-mail notification is sent once every
24 hours for as long as the problem persists.
x A Video Gateway has lost its connection to one of its cameras. A single e-mail notification is sent the first
time SVMonitor is informed about this problem.
x A recorder on a Video Gateway is not working. A single e-mail notification is sent the first time SVMonitor is
informed about this problem.

Figure 136: SVMonitor e-mail notification
Notification settings are configured in the SVDownloader settings. This section briefly explains how to configure
these notifications. For additional information, see Managing the SVDownloader Server Settings, page 115.

D To configure e-mail notifications:
1. In the right panel, in the Downloader tab, select Settings Configuration. The Downloader Advanced
Configuration window opens. All of the fields are blank except for the Downloader Host field, which is
defined as localhost, and Downloader Port field, which is 25000.
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2. If the server is installed on a different machine, under Downloader Host, enter its IP address or hostname. (If
it is installed on the same machine, leave the settings as they are.)
3. Select Connect. SVCentral connects to the server and retrieves its settings from it. The settings are displayed
in the window
Note: A message confirming that SVCentral has successfully connected to the server appears on top of the
window. Click OK to close the message.

Figure 137: Downloader Advanced Configuration window with settings displayed
4. Configure the following fields:
Field

Description

Email Host

The SMTP server to use to send e-mail notifications

Email Port

The port used by the SMTP server

Email User

The user name of the user account to use to send e-mail notifications

Email Password

The password of the user account to use to send e-mail notifications

Email Subject

The text to insert in the subject line of e-mail notifications

Email Recipients

The e-mail addresses of the people to whom e-mail notifications should be sent.
x

To add an e-mail address: Click Add to List. In the dialog box, under
Recipient, enter the e-mail address. Then, click Add.

x

To see the e-mail addresses that are already included: Click the text
field.

5. Select Update. The settings are saved and implemented on the SVDownloader server, and a confirmation
message appears.
6. Click OK to close the message.
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Accessing Data Stored on a Video Gateway
Recorded data – saved video, audio, event, and GPS location information – can be stored on the storage media of
Video Gateways. Exactly which data is stored on each Video Gateway depends on the recording settings that are
defined in its configuration and on the capacity of its storage media. In most cases, older data is replaced by newer
data when the storage medium is otherwise full, so the data available is generally relatively new.
SVCentral can retrieve stored data from Video Gateways and play it for you or download it to your PC.

Viewing Information about Stored Data
You can see what recorded data – video, event, and GPS information – is currently stored on the Video Gateway.

D To see what data is stored on the Video Gateway:
1. In the right panel, select the Gateway Recordings tab.
2. In the left panel, select the Video Gateway for which you want to see information about recorded data.
Information about available recorded video data on the selected Video Gateway is displayed. Initially, the
information presented is for the current day, and does not include information about events that were
generated or GPS location data.
The data is presented in the form of a timeline. Every device connected to the Video Gateway appears in the
Device list to the left of the timeline. Blue marks indicate time periods for which data from each device is

stored on the selected source. Time periods for which no data is currently stored on the Video Gateway are
blank.
Selected Video
Gateway

Date

Timeline
area

Recorded data
available (blue)

Device
list

Figure 138: Gateway Recordings tab showing what video is stored on the Video Gateway
3. If you want to retrieve information about when events were detected, or what GPS location information is
stored on the source, load this data manually, as explained under Loading Event and GPS Information, below.
4. If you want to see information about a different day, in the Date field, modify the date, as explained
under Adjusting the Display, page 103.
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Loading Event and GPS Information
Retrieving information from a remote Video Gateway can be time-consuming. In order to expedite the process, only
information about the recorded video that is currently stored on the Video Gateway is initially retrieved. If you want
to see what events were detected, or what GPS location information is stored, you must load it manually.

D To load event and GPS data:
x Above the timeline, click Retrieve Events and GPS. Event and GPS data is added to the timeline. Red marks
in the timeline area indicate times at which events were detected.
Note: Retrieving event and GPS data may take some time. While the process is underway, progress bars show
what type of data is currently being retrieved, and indicate how much of the process has been completed.
Initially, event data is retrieved, and a Loading Events dialog box is displayed. When the event data has been
retrieved, SVCentral begins retrieving the GPS data, and a Loading GPS dialog box is displayed. When all of
the information has been retrieved, these dialog boxes close automatically.

Figure 139: Loading Events and Loading GPS dialog boxes
Note: Red marks only indicate that an event was detected at the specified time. They do not mean that video
of the event is stored on the Video Gateway. A red mark without a matching blue mark in the timeline of a
camera indicates that an event was detected, and information about the event is stored on the Video Gateway,
but no video of the event is available on that source.
Recorded GPS data
available (blue)

Recorded video data
available (blue)

Event (red)

Figure 140: Gateway Recordings tab after event and GPS data is loaded
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Refreshing the Display
Once the information about the data stored on a particular Video Gateway has been retrieved, it is not automatically
updated, even if you switch to a different Video Gateway or a different tab. In order to update it, you must refresh it
manually. It is not updated automatically again unless you restart SVCentral.

D To refresh the information about video data that is stored on the selected Video Gateway:
x Above the timeline, click Retrieve Video.

D To refresh the information about event and GPS data that is stored on the selected Video
Gateway:

x Above the timeline, click Retrieve Events and GPS.
Refresh

Figure 141: Refreshing the information

Selecting a Different Date
By default, SVCentral retrieves information for the current day. You can change the date as required. When you
change the date, SVCentral automatically retrieves information about video from the date you selected (if you have
not already selected that date since you last opened SVCentral). You must load the information about event and
GPS data manually, as explained above.

D To select a different date:
1. In the Date field, click the

button to the right of the date. A calendar opens.

2. Select the required date in the calendar. Information about video stored on the Video Gateway from the
selected date is displayed in the timeline area.

Figure 142: Calendar for selecting the date
Note: As with information about the current date, only information about available video is displayed at this
stage. To see event and GPS data, click Retrieve Events and GPS. And, if this is not the first time you have
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accessed information for this date since SVCentral was last started, it may also be worthwhile to click
Retrieve Video to ensure that the information about the available video data is up to date.

Selecting a Different Video Gateway
You can select a different Video Gateway as required.

D To view information about a different Video Gateway:
x In the left panel, select the Video Gateway. The information for the Video Gateway is displayed in the right
panel.

Adjusting the Display
You can zoom into the timeline to show more detailed information. In addition, you can adjust the width of the
device list to optimize the sizes of the device list and the timeline area.

D To zoom in or out of the timeline:
x Above the timeline, click

to zoom in or

visible, and the Zoom In button is not available (
not available (

to zoom out. At the maximum zoom level, every minute is
). When the zoom is not active, the Zoom Out button is

).

Note: Use the scrollbar at the bottom of the right panel to display hidden parts of the timeline.

Scroll bar

Figure 143: Timeline zoomed in

D To change the width of the Device list:
x Drag the right edge of the list to the right or left.
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Dragging the edge of the Device list

Figure 144: Dragging the right edge of the Device list

Playing Stored Data
You can play recorded video that is stored on the Video Gateway in SVCentral. If data from multiple devices
connected to a Video Gateway is available, you can play it back simultaneously, in synchronized fashion. For
example, if four cameras are connected to a Video Gateway, and video from all four of them is available for a given
time period, you can view the video from all of them at one time, in a single video window.
If GPS location information is stored on the Video Gateway, you can also track the location of the Video Gateway
by playing the GPS stream. When you do this, a GPS map opens, a marker indicates the location of the Video
Gateway at each time included in the stream, and a red line shows the route it followed from the start time of the
stream to the location marker.
GPS data can also be played along with video data, enabling you to view the location of the Video Gateway when
each video frame was captured. In this case, the video streams and the GPS stream are played in the same window,
side by side.
NOTE:

This section explains how to play video and GPS records that are stored on a Video Gateway by
selecting a time range for playback. Recorded video that is stored on a Video Gateway can also be
played back by event, from the Event List tab (see Playing Video of Events, page 73).
In addition, video that was downloaded, either manually or by SVDownloader, is stored in AVI files, a
common format that can be played back manually by most video players. Data that was downloaded by
SVDownloader can also be played from the Downloader Recordings tab (see Accessing Downloaded
Video, page 127). Video of Mobileye events that was downloaded by SVDownloader can also be
played from the Mobileye Report tab (see Viewing Mobileye Alert Reports, page 76).

Selecting Records to Play
You can select records for playback in the following ways:
x By selecting records in the Gateway Recordings tab
x By selecting records in the Select Data to Play Back dialog box

Selecting Records in the Gateway Recordings Tab
As explained above (see Viewing Information about Stored Data, page 100), the Gateway Recordings tab allows
you to see exactly what recorded data is available on a Video Gateway, as well as when events were generated that
might be of importance. Once this information is displayed, you can select recorded data, and initiate playback,
directly in the display.
NOTE:

Once you have selected data to play, you can also easily download the selected to your PC;
see Downloading Stored Video, page 109.
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D To play recorded video and view GPS data:
1. In the Gateway Recordings tab, select the Video Gateway and the date (as explained above). The default
time period, 6 am to 9am, appears above the timeline and is highlighted at the top of the timeline.
Selected time period
Start time

End time

Figure 145: Default time period selected
2. Select the time period for which you want to view the video, in one of the following ways:




In the timeline area, drag your mouse from left to right, beginning at the required start time and ending at
the required end time.





Modify the values in the From and To fields.

3. In the Devices list, select the checkbox beside each of the cameras from which you want to view the video. If
GPS data is available, select the GPS receiver if you want to see the data plotted on a map.
The timelines of each of the devices are selected in the time range you selected.
Note: If the device is a camera, and audio is linked to the camera and is also stored on the Video Gateway, the
audio will be played along with the selected video.
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Time range selected

Play button

Device
selected
Device
not
selected

Figure 146: Selecting devices and time range
4. Above the timeline, click
. A playback window containing a pane for each selected video stream opens.
Playback controls are located below the video panes, along with the date and time of the frames currently
displayed. If you selected a GPS receiver, a GPS map pane also appears.

Video
pane

GPS map
pane

Playback controls

Date and time of displayed frames

Figure 147: Playback window playing three recorded video streams and showing the location and route on
a map
Note: For information about working with the playback window, see Working with the Playback Window,
page 108.
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Selecting Records in the Select Data to Play Back Dialog Box
You can also access recorded video, audio, and GPS data that is stored on a Video Gateway without opening the
Gateway Recordings tab. When you do this, the data you select is played in a playback window just as it is when
you initiate playback from the Gateway Recordings tab (see figure 147, page 106). However, when you use this
method, you cannot check whether the data you select is actually available on the Video Gateway before you select
it for playback. If the data you select is not available, it is not played, but the playback window opens in any case.

D To play recorded data by time:
1. In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway, and then select Play Record by Time. The Select Data to
Play Back dialog box opens.

Figure 148: Select Data to Play Back dialog box
2. Under Start Time/Date, select the start date and time for the data.
3. Under End Time, select the end date and time, or, under Duration, specify the duration of the playback.
4. Under Service, select the checkbox beside each camera from which you want to play recorded video. If you
also want to view any available GPS data from the selected time period, select the GPS receiver
(Navigationstream).
5. Click Play. A playback window containing a pane for each selected video stream opens (see figure 149
below). Playback controls are located below the video panes, along with the date and time of the frames
currently displayed. If you selected a GPS receiver, a GPS map pane also appears.
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Note: The playback window can be resized by dragging its corners or sides (see Resizing the Playback
Window, page 109).

Working with the Playback Window
In the playback window, video-playback controls are located below the video panes. The controls apply to all of the
video panes. Thus, for example, if you pause playback, playback is paused in all panes. If the playback window
contains a GPS map pane, map controls are available in the pane.

Figure 149: Playback window

Using the Playback Controls
The following playback controls are available in the playback window:
Control

Description
Progress bar, indicating the current playback time.
To select a starting point for playback, drag the slider ( ) to the desired location on the bar.
To move the slider back or forward by ten seconds, click the progress bar to the left or right
of the slider (respectively).
Play the video from the location of the slider.
Pause playback at the current location.
Go back one frame.
Note: This button is only available when playback is paused.
Go forward one frame.
Note: This button is only available when playback is paused.
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Working with the GPS Map Pane
If you choose to play back GPS data (as explained under Playing Stored Data, page 104), a GPS map pane appears
alongside the video panes in the playback window. A marker indicates the location of the Video Gateway at the
time indicated below the video panes, and the route taken by the vehicle during the time period included in
playback is marked in red. During playback of the video, the marker moves to show the location at each given
moment.
You can control the map display in a number of ways: changing the base map, panning, zooming in and out, and
temporarily closing the label. For the most part, these controls work just as they work in the Maps tab (see Locating
and Tracking Vehicles Using GPS, page 57). The only differences are:
x Labels: Only large labels are supported, and they cannot be hidden permanently. If you close the label, it
reopens in a second.
x Panning: If you pan the map when the video is playing, or restart playback of the video after you panned the
map, the map is automatically panned back so that the location of the Video Gateway is in the center of the
map pane.

Resizing the Playback Window
The playback window can be resized by dragging its sides or corners or by maximizing it to fill the entire screen.
When the window is resized in one of these ways, all of the video panes it contains are resized, and the video is
stretched to fit into the video panes.
During a single SVCentral session, the playback window is always reopened to the size it was when it was last
closed, with the video panes within it sized to accommodate the number of selected streams.

Downloading Stored Video
You can export recorded video from a Video Gateway to an AVI file on your PC or network. The download process
can be initiated either from the Gateway Recordings tab or from the left panel, in the context menu of the Video
Gateway.
If you initiate the process from the Gateway Recordings tab, the time range and cameras that are selected in the
tab are automatically selected as the settings for the download, which enables you to conveniently download video
after you play it back in SVCentral. These settings can be changed manually before the download is started, if
necessary.
If you do not already have the Gateway Recordings tab open, it may be simpler to initiate the process from the
left panel. Although using this method does not enable you to check whether the data you select is actually available
on the Video Gateway, this should not cause any problems; all available data that matches the time frame and
cameras you specified is exported. Thus, if you request recorded video from two cameras, and recorded video is
only available from one of them, the video from that camera is downloaded, and the rest of your request is simply
ignored.

D To download stored video from a Video Gateway:
1. Do one of the following:




In the Gateway Recordings tab, select





In the left panel, right click the Video Gateway, and then select Download Video Records.

.

A Select Data to Download dialog box opens.
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Figure 150: Select Data to Download dialog box
2. Under Start Date/Time, select the start date and time of the downloaded video.
3. Under End Time, select the end date and time, or, under Duration, specify the duration of the downloaded
video.
4. Under Service, select the checkbox beside each camera from which you want to download stored video.
5. Click Browse and navigate to the folder in which you want to save the files. (The names of the files are
generated automatically from the names of the Video Gateway and the camera, the start date, and the start
time.)
6. Click Download. Downloading begins, and a Download Progress dialog box opens. When the download is
completed, the Progress of each item appears as either success or failed, and the Open Folder button
becomes active.
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Figure 151: Download Progress dialog box during a download
Note: If you want the dialog box to close automatically when downloading is completed, select Close this
dialog when download ends. Otherwise, when downloading is completed, select Open Folder to open the
folder in which the video files were saved, or Cancel to close the dialog box.

Retrieving Stored GPS Information
For mobile Video Gateways (IVG400-N, MVG, and CVG-M models) on which GPS location data is recorded, you
can retrieve a report containing a list of locations at which the Video Gateway was found during a specified time
period. For example, a report could show you exactly where a particular vehicle was at various times the previous
day. The report gives the date, time, name of the location, and GPS coordinates for each location in the list.
You can select individual locations directly from the right panel and see them marked in a map on Google Maps in
your browser. You can also print the report or export the results to a CSV (comma-separated values) file, which you
can then open in MSExcel.

D To retrieve a GPS report:
1. In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway and then select GPS History Report. A new GPS History
Report tab opens in the right panel.
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Figure 152: GPS History Report tab opened
2. Under From, select the start date and time for the report.
3. Under To, select the end date and time for the report.
4. Select Go. The report is generated.

Figure 153: GPS History Report

D To export the results to a CSV file:
1. At the bottom of the right panel, select Export to Excel. A Windows Save As dialog box opens.
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2. Navigate to the location in which you want to save the file, modify the name of the file as required, and then
click Save. The results are exported to the file and it is saved.

D To print the results:
1. At the bottom of the right panel, select Print. A Print dialog box opens.
2. Select the printer and printer options, and then select Print. The report is printed.

D To see a location in Google Maps:
x In the right panel, in the GPS History Report tab, double-click the line in which the location appears. Google
Maps opens in your browser and shows the location on a map.

Figure 154: Location marked in Google Maps
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Using SVDownloader
SVDownloader is a software module whose interface can be integrated with SVCentral. The module is an
automated downloading system that can be configured to back up recorded video from Video Gateways by
downloading it to an external location. The SVDownloader module employs a MySQL database to store a list of the
video clips that have been downloaded to files and the locations of those files, and an SVDownloader server to
manage the MySQL database, the downloading of video to the folder on which it is to be stored, and
communication between SVCentral and the database. The video itself is stored in AVI files, each of which stores a
single chunk of video from a single camera.
Downloading can be performed over any type of network connection, including WiFi. This means that
SVDownloader can automatically download video from Video Gateways in vehicles via WiFi when the vehicles are
within range of an access point, such as at a yard or terminal.
The configuration process is very flexible. Users can configure the SVDownloader server to download video
continuously, on a schedule, by event, or as one-time jobs. In addition, downloading from each camera in the
system can be configured individually, if necessary, but a single command can also be used to configure
downloading from multiple cameras, Video Gateways, or the entire system.
The AVI format in which SVDownloader stores the video it downloads is a standard format that can be played on
all Windows machines. Nonetheless, SVDownloader includes a custom video player that can play selected video
directly from SVCentral. This player can play multiple video streams from the same Video Gateway and time
period together, in synchronized fashion.
NOTE:

SVDownloader is not included in the SVCentral installation program. In order for you to use it, it must
be installed by means of a separate installer package, which is available from SerVision technical
support. In addition, SVCentral can only retrieve information about downloaded video, and play back
the video itself, if a MySQL server is installed along with SVDownloader. For additional information,
please contact SerVision technical support.

Overview of the SVDownloader Tabs
Two tabs in the right panel of SVCentral are dedicated to SVDownloader. These tabs appear in SVCentral
regardless of whether SVDownloader has been installed or not, but they are only functional if SVDownloader has
been installed and SVCentral has been configured to connect to it, as explained in the next sections.
The two SVCentral tabs that are earmarked for SVDownloader are:
Tab

Functionality

Downloader

x

Creating and managing download jobs

x

Managing the SVDownloader server settings

x

Seeing what video data is stored in the designated storage location

x

Playing video from the storage location

Downloader
Recordings

Setting up SVDownloader
In order to use SVDownloader, you must install the SVDownloader server on an appropriate machine, and provide
a machine on which to store the downloaded video, as explained below. An SVDownloader server installation
package is available from SerVision customer support.
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System Requirements
The SVDownloader server should be installed on a machine that meets the following requirements:
x Operating System: Windows Server 2008 or 2012 (x64)
x CPU: Minimum: Quad core
x RAM: At least 8 GB; 16 GB recommended
x Software: MySQL 5.7
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
Downloaded video data can be stored on any storage device or server that supports Shared Folder functionality (via
the SMB protocol). The MySQL database, the SVDownloader server software, and the storage device or server
should all be installed in the same LAN. The required storage capacity of the machine depends on the customer’s
requirements and should be decided by the customer.
Once the system is in use, the customer should monitor the storage machine to ensure it has enough space available
on it for the video that will be downloaded to it in the future. If there is no space left on the machine for additional
video, SVDownloader stops downloading it; it does not delete older video recordings in order to make room for
newer ones. However, the machine on which the video is stored can be replaced at any time with a new machine.
Only the Storage Path setting of the SVDownloader server must be changed in order to begin downloading video
to a new machine (see Managing the SVDownloader Server Settings, below).

Installing the Software
Before you begin installing SVDownloader, ensure that SVCentral is already installed on the machine. Then, install
SVDownloader and, if you want SVCentral to be able to retrieve information about downloaded video and play
back the video itself, install a MySQL server. For additional information about installing the MySQL server, please
contact SerVision technical support.

D To install SVDownloader:
x Run the installation package provided by SerVision, and follow the instructions.

Managing the SVDownloader Server Settings
During the server-installation process, default values are defined for all of the server’s settings. In general, users
will not have to modify these settings. However, in certain cases, some of these settings will need to be changed.
The most likely scenarios in which this will be the case are:
x SVCentral is not running on the same machine as the SVDownloader server. In this case, the Downloader
Host setting must be corrected.
x The SVDownloader server is not installed on the machine on which the video is to be stored. In this case, the
Storage Path setting must be corrected.
x The user wants to receive e-mail notifications when download jobs are completed. In this case, the e-mail
settings must be configured.

D To modify SVDownloader server settings:
1. In the right panel, select the Downloader tab.
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Figure 155: Downloader tab
2. Select Settings Configuration. The Downloader Advanced Configuration window opens. All of the fields
are blank except for the Downloader Host field, which is defined as localhost, and Downloader Port
field, which is 25000.

Figure 156: Downloader Advanced Configuration window
3. If the server is installed on a different machine, under Downloader Host, enter its IP address or hostname. (If
it is installed on the same machine, leave the settings as they are.)
4. Select Connect. SVCentral connects to the server and retrieves its settings from it. The settings are displayed
in the window
Note: When you select Connect, a window may open and prompt you to confirm that you want to allow the
server to access your PC. If this occurs, select the checkbox to permit access from within the local network,
and then select OK.
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Note: When SVCentral successfully connects to the server, a confirmation message appears on top of the
window. Select OK to close the message.

Figure 157: Downloader Advanced Configuration window with settings displayed
5. The fields listed below are included in the window. Modify the values of the fields as required.
Field

Description

Downloader Host

The IP address or host name of the machine on which the SVDownloader server
is running
Initially, SVCentral inserts localhost in this field, because it assumes the server
is on the PC on which it is running. If this is not the case, this value must be
corrected in order for SVDownloader to work properly.
Note: If you are not sure if the SVDownloader server is on the same PC or not,
you can check it by selecting Connect. If the server is on your machine, the
server settings will be retrieved from it. Otherwise, an error message will appear.

Downloader Port

The port on the SVDownloader server machine through which SVCentral can
communicate with the SVDownloader server. This value should always be 25000.
Important: If you need to change this port number, please contact SerVision
support staff for instructions on how to do so.

Storage Path

The folder in which to store video files that are downloaded

Workspace File

The name and path of the file in which to store the list of Video Gateways for
which SVDownloader jobs are defined

Last Event File

The name and path of the file in which to store information about the last video
that was downloaded from each camera (for continuous, scheduled, or by-event
downloading).

One Time Job Path

The name and path of the file in which to store the list of one-time jobs that have
been activated but have not yet been completed

Email Host

The SMTP server to use to send e-mail notifications

Email Port

The port used by the SMTP server

Email User

The user name of the user account to use to send e-mail notifications
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Field

Description

Email Password

The password of the user account to use to send e-mail notifications

Email Subject

The text to insert in the subject line of e-mail notifications

Email Recipients

The e-mail addresses of the people to whom e-mail notifications should be sent.

*

*
*

x

To add an e-mail address: Click Add to List. In the dialog box, under
Recipient, enter the e-mail address. Then, click Add.

x

To see the e-mail addresses that are already included: Click the text
field.

x

To modify an address: Select Update.

x

To delete an address: Select Remove.

Figure 158: E-mail recipients list
Database Name

The name of the MySQL database used by the SVDownloader server

Database Host

The IP address or name of the machine on which the MySQL database is installed

Database Port

The port on the MySQL database machine through which SVCentral can
communicate with the database
Important: Do not modify the default value.

Database User

The user name SVDownloader should use to connect to the MySQL database

Database Password

The password SVDownloader should use to connect to the MySQL database

Wait Before Starting
Download

How long to wait after Activate is selected before beginning a download job, in
seconds
Note: It is not recommended to modify the default value.

Download Retries

The number of times to repeat an attempt to perform a download job if it fails

Wait Between
Attempts

How long to wait between retries of a download job, in seconds

Chunk Duration

The maximum length of a video file, in seconds
The optimal value for this field depends on the type of network that will be used
to transmit the data, and the capacity and reliability of the network connection.
Smaller chunk sizes are preferable for low-bandwidth and unreliable connections,
because downloads or larger chunks are more likely to fail before they are
completed.
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Field

Description

Link to File Server

The path that should be entered in the MySQL database to identify the location of
the folder in which the video files are stored. This path should be expressed in
absolute terms, so that SVCentral can find the files regardless of which PC it is
running on.

Send Email

Select this option to send e-mail notifications about download jobs when they are
either completed or cancelled because all the required retries have failed. The
notifications are sent to the e-mail recipients in the list under Email Recipients.

Activate at Service
Startup

Select this option to cause the SVDownloader server to start automatically when
the PC on which it is installed starts up.
Note: This option should normally be selected.

*

The e-mail notification settings configured here are for SVMonitor notifications. For additional information,
see Configuring SVMonitor E-mail Notifications, page 98

6. Select Update. The settings are saved and implemented on the SVDownloader server, and a confirmation
message appears.

Figure 159: Confirmation message
7. Click OK to close the message.

Configuring Download Jobs
Once SVDownloader is installed and set up, and SVCentral is configured to connect to it, you can configure
SVDownloader to download video and save it in the database. Four different types of jobs are supported:
x Always: Download all recorded video from selected cameras.
x Schedule: Download video from selected cameras and specified times, e.g., download video from certain days
of the week and/or times of day.
x One-time job: Download specific recorded video streams from selected cameras, e.g., video from bus 1234,
camera 1, from Dec. 1st, between 1:00 and 2:00 am. The time can be in the past or the future; if it is in the
future, the job will be performed after the specified time has passed.
x By event: Download video from selected cameras when events are detected by selected sensors, e.g.,
download video from camera 1 when the door sensor is activated.
Always, Schedule, and By event are mutually exclusive; a single camera cannot have jobs of more than one of these
types defined for it simultaneously. If multiple types of jobs are configured, the last type of job that was configured
is implemented, while jobs of other types that were configured previously are deleted. Thus, for example, if you
configure scheduled downloading from a camera, and then configure downloading by event for the same camera,
the scheduled downloading will be cancelled and only the by-event downloading will be performed.
One-time jobs can be configured at any time, regardless of whether other jobs of different types are already
configured for the same camera. One-time jobs are also given priority over other types of jobs. Thus, for example, if
a camera is configured for scheduled downloading, and an event occurs that you want to download quickly, you can
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create a one-time job to download video of the event, and it will be downloaded before the next scheduled
download is implemented.

D To configure an SVDownloader job:
1. In the right panel, select the Downloader tab (see figure 155, page 116).
2. At the bottom-left of the tab, select Reload Gateways. The list of Video Gateways under Select Gateways is
updated as necessary to include all of the Video Gateways that appear in the left panel.

Figure 160: Downloader tab with Video Gateway list reloaded
Note: It may take up to 30 seconds after you open the Downloader tab before SVCentral connects to the
SVDownloader server; until it does so, many of the buttons at the bottom of the tab are not available.
3. Under Download Type, select the type of job. The settings for the type of job appear in the tab; the timing
settings appear to the right of the Download Type, and the available video sources and relevant sensors (for
By Event) appear below it.
4. In the timing settings area, under Start Date/Time, select the date and time from which the download job
should be activated.
5. If the Download Type is Schedule, fill in the other timing settings as follows:

Figure 161: Timing settings for Download Type “Schedule”
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Field

Description

Day of Week

Select the days for which the downloading job should be activated.

From

Enter the start time of the downloading job; for the selected days, video from
this time to the time specified under To will be downloaded.

To

Enter the end time of the downloading job; for the selected days, video from
the time specified under From to this time will be downloaded.

Check/Uncheck All Days

Click to select all the days of the week; click a second time to clear the
checkboxes of all of the days of the week.

Keep existing jobs

When this option is selected, this job will be added to the list of scheduled jobs
for the selected Video Gateway. When this option is cleared, this job will
replace all other scheduled jobs for the Video Gateway.

6. If the Download Type is One Time Job, under Duration, specify the time period that should be included in
the download – that is, how long after the start time should the download include. When you modify this field,
the Time After Duration filed is automatically updated to show the end time of the downloaded video.

Figure 162: Timing settings for Download Type “One Time Job”
7. If the Download Type is By Event, fill in the other timing settings as follows:

Figure 163: Timing settings for Download Type “By Event”
Field

Description

Pre Alarm Time

The amount of time before each event that should be included in the
downloaded video of an event.

Post Alarm Time

The amount of time after each event that should be included in the
downloaded video of an event.

Keep existing jobs

When this option is selected, this job will be added to the list of by-event jobs
for the selected Video Gateway. When this option is cleared, this job will
replace all other by-event jobs for the Video Gateway.
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8. Under Select Gateways, select the Video Gateways from which you want SVDownloader to download the
video.




To select all of the Video Gateways, click Select All. To clear all the selections, click Select All again.





To filter the list of Video Gateways, in the Search field, enter a sequence of characters. As you enter the
characters, the list is filtered so that only those Video Gateways whose names contain the sequence of
characters are displayed.

When you select a Video Gateway, the cameras connected to it appear in the Select Cameras list. The list is
divided by Video Gateway; the name of each selected Video Gateway appears in the list in blue, and below it,
the cameras connected to it appear in black.

Figure 164: Selected Video Gateways in blue under Select Cameras, with their cameras listed below them
9. Under Select Cameras, select the cameras from which you want SVDownloader to download the video.




To select all of the cameras, click Select All. To clear all the selections, click Select All again.





To filter the list of cameras, in the Search field, enter a sequence of characters. As you enter the
characters, the list is filtered so that only those cameras whose names contain the sequence of characters
are displayed.

Note: If the Download Type is By Event, when you select a Video Gateway, the sensors connected to it
appear in the Select Sensors list.

Figure 165: Select Sensors list displayed when By Event is selected
10. If the Download Type is By Event, under Select Sensors, select the sensors whose events should cause video
from the selected cameras to be downloaded.
Note: If multiple Video Gateways are selected under Select Gateways, sensors from all the selected Video
Gateways appear in the Select Sensors list. The list is divided by Video Gateway; the name of each selected
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Video Gateway appears in the list in blue, and below it, the sensors connected to it appear in black. The
selected sensors do not have to be connected to the same Video Gateway as the cameras.
Note: Sensors may also be attached to cameras in a Video Gateway’s configuration settings (Webmax).
SVDownloader does not take these settings into account when it downloads video of events. Only the sensors
selected here under Select Sensors are linked by SVDownloader to the cameras selected under Select
Cameras.
11. Select Activate. The download job is created, and a confirmation message appears. SVDownloader will
perform the job in accordance with the defined settings.

Figure 166: Confirmation message

Managing Download Jobs
Color-coding of the names of Video Gateways is used in the Downloader tab to indicate which Video Gateways
have active download jobs defined for them. From the tab, you can open additional windows in which you can see
further details about individual active jobs and about all of the download jobs defined in your system. You can also
cancel all the download jobs that are currently defined for a Video Gateway.

Color-Coding by Job Type
If one or more download jobs are activated for a Video Gateway, its name appears in the Downloader tab in color.
The color of the name identifies the type of download job currently underway, or, if none are underway, the next
job that will be performed. If multiple download jobs of different types (that is, one or more one-time jobs along
with jobs of one of the other three types) are defined for a Video Gateway, the color of its name changes as the jobs
run. To see what color is used to identify each download type, look at the names of the types that appear under
Download Type; each type of job appears in its color:




Always: Blue





Schedule: Light blue





One-time job: Purple





By event: Red
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Figure 167: Video Gateway names color-coded red to indicate that by-event download jobs are active for them

Viewing Information about an Active Job
If the name of a Video Gateway in the Downloader tab appears in a color, as explained above, you can see
additional information about the download job that is currently active for the Video Gateway.

Figure 168: Information about the active download job of a Video Gateway

D To see information about the active download job of a Video Gateway:
x In the Downloader tab, in the Selected Gateways list, right-click the color-coded name of the Video
Gateway. The Download Method dialog box opens and displays information about the download job.

Viewing the Currently Defined Download Jobs
You can see what download jobs are activated in your system, and what the status was the last time SVDownloader
attempted to perform each job. Each download from a camera is treated as a separate job, even if downloads from
multiple Video Gateways and cameras were initially configured together.

D To see the statuses of the download jobs defined in your system:
x In the Downloader tab, select Show/Hide Status. The Gateway Status window opens.
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Figure 169: Gateway Status window
In the window, each download job appears on a different line, with the following information:
Column

Description

Gateway

The name of the Video Gateway

Download Status

The status of the job the last time SVDownloader attempted to perform it

Camera

The name of the camera (only appears if the job was completed successfully)

Time

The date and time at which SVDownloader performed the job (only appears if
the job was completed successfully)

In order to help you find information in the list, the items in the list are color-coded based on their statuses:
downloads that are in progress or successfully completed appear in light green, while downloads that have failed
(i.e., after the requisite number of retries were implemented without success), appear in red.

D To filter the list by Video Gateway:
x In the Search field, enter a sequence of characters. Only those Video Gateways whose names contain the
sequence you entered are displayed.

Cancelling Jobs
You can cancel all the download jobs that are currently activated for one or more Video Gateways.
NOTE:

If you cancel all download jobs for a Video Gateway, it is also automatically removed from monitoring
by SVMonitor (if it was being monitored by SVMonitor. If you want SVMonitor to continue
monitoring it, you must add it to SVMonitor manually; see Turning Monitoring On of Off, page 93.

D To cancel all the currently defined download jobs for one or more Video Gateways:
1. In the Downloader tab, select Remove from Downloader/Monitoring. The Remove Gateways from
Downloader dialog box opens and displays a list of the Video Gateways for which download jobs are
defined.
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Figure 170: Remove Gateways from Downloader dialog box
2. Select the Video Gateways whose download jobs you want to cancel. Use the Ctrl and Shift keys to select
multiple Video Gateways.

Figure 171: Video Gateways selected
3. Select Remove from Downloader. You are prompted to confirm the removal of the selected Video Gateways.

Figure 172: Confirmation prompt
4. Select Yes to confirm the removal. All the downloader jobs of the selected Video Gateways are cancelled.
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Accessing Downloaded Video
SVCentral can retrieve downloaded video from its storage folder and play it for you. While it is playing, you can
save video from it to files on your PC. Information about available video, as well as controls for playing it and
saving it to the PC, are in the Downloader Recordings tab.
NOTE:

SVCentral can only retrieve information about downloaded video, and play back the video itself, if a
MySQL server is installed along with SVDownloader. For additional information, please contact
SerVision technical support.

NOTE:

The interface and functionality of the Downloader Recordings tab are very similar to those of the
Gateway Recordings tab. This section provides brief instructions for working with the interface. For
additional information about specific controls, see Accessing Data Stored on a Video Gateway,
page 100.

Viewing Information about Stored Video
You can see what recorded video is currently stored in the SVDownloader database.

D To see what video data is stored on the Video Gateway:
1. In the right panel, select the Downloader Recordings tab.
2. In the left panel, select the Video Gateway for which you want to see the information. The information is
displayed in the Downloader Recordings tab. It is presented in the form of a timeline for each of the
cameras connected to the Video Gateway. Purple marks indicate time periods for which data from each
camera is available. Initially, the information presented is for the current day.
Note: Sensors and other devices connected to the selected Video Gateway also appear in the list of devices,
but since no data is downloaded for them, their timelines are always blank.
Video Gateway
name

Date

Recorded data
available (purple)

Camera
list

Timeline
area

Figure 173: Downloader Recordings tab displaying information about video that is in the storage folder
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Note: The information displayed in the time lines is not refreshed automatically when data is added to the
storage folder. To refresh it, click

.

3. If you want to see information about a different day, in the Date field, click the
date. Then, in the calendar, select the required date.
4. To zoom the timeline in or out, click
parts of the timeline.

or

button to the right of the

. Use the scrollbar at the bottom of the tab to view hidden

Playing Stored Video
You can play any video that is stored in the database. If data from multiple cameras connected to a Video Gateway
is available, you can play it back simultaneously, in synchronized fashion. For example, if four cameras are
connected to a Video Gateway, and video from all four of them is available for a given time period, you can view
the video from all of them at one time, in a single playback window.

D To play recorded video from the SVDownloader storage folder:
1. In the Downloader Recordings tab, select the Video Gateway and the date (as explained above). The default
time period, 6 am to 9am, appears above the timeline and is highlighted at the top of the timeline.
2. In the Devices list, select the checkbox beside each of the cameras from which you want to view video (see
figure 146).
3. Select the time period for which you want to view the video, in one of the following ways:




In the timeline area, drag your mouse from left to right, beginning at the required start time and ending at
the required end time.





Modify the values in the From and To fields.
Note: You cannot adjust the start time to be later than the end time. To change the start time to a time
that is later than the currently selected end time, change the end time first.

The timelines of each of the cameras are selected in the range you select.
Selected time range

Play

Selected
camera

Figure 174: Selected cameras and time range
4. Above the timeline, click Play . A playback window containing a pane for each selected video stream
opens. Playback controls are located below the video panes.
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Figure 175: SVDownloader playback window playing four video streams

Working with the SVDownloader Playback Window
The SVDownloader playback window can play video from up to four video streams in synchronized fashion.
During playback, you can change the speed of playback, making it either slower or faster than its regular speed.
You can also record excerpts of the video streams to AVI files on your PC. If multiple video streams are playing
when you record the video, separate AVI files are saved for each stream.

Using the Playback Controls
The following playback controls are available in the SVDownloader playback window:
Control

Description
Progress bar, indicating the current playback time.
x To select a new starting point for playback, drag the slider ( ) to the desired
location on the bar. Play is paused at the new location. Click the Play
button (

) to resume playing from there.

x To move the slider back or forward by a single frame, click the progress bar
to the left or right of the slider (respectively). Play is paused at the location
of the slider. Click the Play button (

) to resume playing from there.

Play button; click to play the video from the location of the slider.
Pause button; click to stop playback at the current location, and leave the slider there.
Stop button; click to stop playback and return the slider to the beginning of the video
stream.
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Control

Description
Record button; click to begin recording video from the location of the slider; record from all
of the video streams playing in the window.
When you select this option, the Record button (
(

) becomes a Stop Recording button

), and Rec. appears beside the button.

Figure 176: Record button during recording
To stop recording click Stop Recording button (
). A progress dialog box opens, and
indicates how far along the recording progress has gone. When all of the video has been
saved, the dialog box closes, the Stop Recording button is replaced with a Record button,
and Finished appears beside the button. In addition, a new Windows Explorer window
opens to the folder in which the video was saved. This folder is in the Documents folder of
the PC, under \SVCentral\Videos (e.g.,
C:\Users\User\Documents\SVCentral\Videos).

Figure 177: Recording completed
Speed button; click to open a menu of playback speeds to choose from, and then click the
desired speed.

Figure 178: Menu of playback speeds
If you change the speed while the video is playing, the new speed is implemented
immediately. If you do so when the video is paused or stopped, it is implemented when
playing begins.

Resizing the Playback Window
The SVDownloader playback window can be resized by dragging its sides or corners or by maximizing it to fill the
entire screen. When the window is resized in one of these ways, all of the video panes it contains are resized, and
the video is stretched to fit into the video panes.
During a single SVCentral session, the playback window is always reopened to the size it was when it was last
closed, with the video panes within it sized to accommodate the number of selected streams.
NOTE:

If the resized panes of the SVDownloader playback window do not fill the window as they should, or
are not uniform in size, close the window and then reopen it (by clicking Play
Downloader Recordings tab).
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Viewing Video Gateway Information
You can see up-to-date information about the Video Gateways monitored by SVCentral in a number of ways:
x Status: Current statuses of all the Video Gateways in a selected group
x Properties: Detailed information about the properties and status of individual Video Gateways (which can be
modified as required)
x Statistics: Detailed information about the hardware and software features and settings of individual Video
Gateways
In addition, at the bottom-right of the window, in the status bar, you can see how many of the Video Gateways in
the list are currently connected to SVCentral.

Number of connected
Video Gateways

Number of disconnected
Video Gateways

Figure 179: Right end of status bar, showing number of connected and disconnected Video Gateways

Video Gateway Status
You can see the current statuses of all of the Video Gateways in any group defined in SVCentral, including the Root
group.
NOTE:

For additional information about grouping Video Gateways, see Grouping Video Gateways, page 33.

D To view a status summary for the Video Gateways in a group:
1. In the left panel, select the group of Video Gateways. To see the statuses of all of the Video Gateways, select
the Root group.
2. In the right panel, select the Gateways tab. The list of Video Gateways, along with their status information, is
displayed in the right panel.
Note: If the group contains sub-groups, the sub-groups also appear, but no status information is given for
them. Double-click a sub-group to drill down to its members and see their statuses.
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Sub- group

Connected Video Gateway

Selected group

Disconnected Video Gateway

Figure 180: Sub-groups and Video Gateways in the Gateways tab
The gateway status contains the following fields:
Note: Some of the information in these fields is taken from the gateway properties. For additional information
about these items, see page 10.
Field

Description

Name

The name of the Video Gateway as it is defined in the Video Gateway's configuration
and appears in the list of Video Gateways in the left panel

Description

The Description that is specified in the Gateway Info dialog box; see page 11

IP/Host

The IP/Host that is specified in the gateway properties

Port

The port used by the Video Gateway for client access, as specified in the gateway
properties

Status Description

The status of the Video Gateway when SVCentral last attempted to connect to it

Proxy IP

If client access to the Video Gateway is via a proxy server, the IP of the proxy server

Proxy Port

If client access to the Video Gateway is via a proxy server, the port of the proxy
server

Video Gateway Properties
You can view detailed information about the properties of a Video Gateway. You can also modify the properties as
necessary.

D To view detailed information about a Video Gateway:
x Open the Gateway Info dialog box in one of the following ways:




In the right panel, in the Gateways tab, double-click the line of the Video Gateway





In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway, and then select Gateway Info.
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The Gateway Info dialog box opens and displays information about the selected Video Gateway. For
information about the fields in this dialog box, see page 10.

Figure 181: Gateway Info dialog box
Note: You can modify the values in the fields as required. Click OK to save any changes you make.

Video Gateway Statistics
When a Video Gateway is connected to SVCentral, you can view current statistics about the unit and check the
speed at which the Video Gateway unit can currently upload data to your PC.
The statistics you can see include information about the unit, such as its serial number; its hardware and software
versions; its storage capacity; and how much of that capacity is currently available. It also contains information
about the Video Gateways current configuration and status: its recorders, video streams, events, etc.
When you initiate a test of the currently available upload speed, SVCentral retrieves a file from the Video Gateway
and calculates the upload speed based on how long it takes for it to be transmitted from the Video Gateway to
SVCentral. After the packet arrives, SVCentral calculates the speed at which it was transmitted.
Checking the upload speed can be helpful when you are trying to diagnose the cause of video transmission
problems, such as choppy video or freezing of the frames. You can compare the available upload speed with the
bitrate of the video stream. If the bitrate is greater than the available upload speed, reducing the stream quality may
solve the transmission problems.
NOTE:

The upload speed reflects the total bandwidth available for all streams being transmitted. Thus, if you
are streaming video from multiple cameras, or multiple users are streaming video from the Video
Gateway at the same time, you must take all of these bandwidth requirements into account when you
compare the required bandwidth to the available upload speed.

D To view a Video Gateway’s statistics and test its upload speed:
1. In the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway and then select Statistics. The Statistics window opens and
displays information about the Video Gateway.
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Figure 182: Statistics window
NOTE: The information in this window is updated automatically every five seconds for as long as the window
is opened.
2. To test the upload speed, at the top of the Statistics window, select Check Upload Rate. The test process
begins, and “Checking” appears in the text field below the Check Upload Rate button. When the test is
completed, the speed is displayed in this text field.
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Figure 183: Upload speed displayed in the text field near the top of the window
Note: To compare the upload speed to the required speed of a video stream, in the Live View tab, right-click a
video pane in which video from the Video Gateway is playing, and then select Stream Info to open the
Stream Info window. To change the video quality of the stream, right-click the video pane, select Stream
Quality, and then select the desired stream quality. For additional information, see Viewing Stream
Information, page 52 and Adjusting the Video Quality, page 44.

Video-stream
bitrate

Figure 184: Checking bandwidth requirements in the Stream Info window
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Figure 185: Changing video quality
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Managing User Accounts
When SVCentral is first installed, no user accounts are defined, and anyone who opens the application can use it. If
necessary, user accounts can be created to limit access to some or all of the application’s features. In this case, each
user account is assigned a role, which defines the features that the user can use.
When one or more user accounts are defined in SVCentral, launching the application causes a Login window to
open. No one can open the application without entering a valid user name and password in this window.

Figure 186: Login window
When user-account security is activated, the name of the user currently logged into SVCentral appears in the status
bar at the bottom of the main SVCentral window.

User name

Figure 187: User name in status bar
New roles and new user accounts can be created as explained below.
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Managing User Accounts
If no user accounts have been defined in your system, or if you are logged into the system with a user account that
has user-management permissions, you can create new user accounts, and modify or delete existing accounts.

Creating a User Account
You can create new user accounts as required.

D To create a new user account:
1. In the main menu, under Tools, select Manage Users & Permissions. The User Management window
opens, with all the existing user accounts listed in the upper part of the window, and the existing roles and
available permissions in the lower part.

Figure 188: User Management window
2. In the upper part of the window, click Add User. A New User dialog box opens.
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Figure 189: New User dialog box
3. Fill in the fields as follows:
Field

Description

User Name

Enter a user name for the account.

Password

Enter a password for the account.
Note: By default, the password is not displayed, and each character you enter
appears as *. If you want to see the password, select Show Password.

Re-enter Password

Enter the password a second time to ensure you typed it correctly.

Role

From the dropdown list, select the role to assign to the account.
Note: For information about roles, see Managing Roles, page 141.

4. Select Add User. The dialog box closes, and the account is created.
5. To close the User Management window, in the upper-right corner of the window, select .

Modifying a User Account
You can modify the settings of an existing user account. If the user is logged in at the time you make the changes,
they are implemented when the user next logs in.

D To modify a user account:
1. In the User Management window, in the list of existing user accounts in the upper part of the window, select
the field you want to change. The field becomes editable.
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Figure 190: User Name field of existing user account selected for editing
2. Modify the value of the field as required.
3. Repeat steps 1-2 as required for other fields in the same user account or in other user accounts.
4. At the bottom of the user list, select Apply Changes. A dialog box opens and confirms that the changes are
saved.

Figure 191: Confirmation dialog box
5. Click OK to close the dialog box.
6. To close the User Management window, in the upper-right corner of the window, select .

Deleting a User Account
You can delete a user account as necessary. If you do so while the user is logged onto the system, the change takes
effect after the logs out.

D To delete a user account:
1. In the User Management window, in the list of existing user accounts in the upper part of the window, select
the account you want to delete.
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Figure 192: Account selected
2. Select the user account you want to delete.
3. At the bottom of the user list, select Delete User. You are prompted to confirm that you want to delete the
account.

Figure 193: Confirmation prompt
4. Select Yes. The account is removed from the list of user accounts. From this point on, no one will be able to
log in using this account.
5. To close the User Management window, in the upper-right corner of the window, select .

Managing Roles
A role is a set of permissions that can be assigned to a user account. Users who log into SVCentral can only access
the features that are included in the role assigned to their user accounts.
By default, two user roles are defined:
x Administrator: A role that includes permissions for all SVCentral features
x User: A role that enables the user to work with SVCentral but not to configure any of its settings
If no user accounts have been defined in your system, or if you are logged into the system with a user account that
has user-management permissions, you can create new roles, and modify or delete existing roles.

About Roles
SVCentral functionality is divided into a number of distinct categories. All users have access to basic functionality,
such as playing live video, viewing the locations of mobile Video Gateways on a GPS map, checking the settings
and current statistics of Video Gateways, and downloading clips of recorded video. Access to the other categories of
functionality is controlled by roles. For each role defined in the system, some or all of the categories of functionality
may be selected. Users whose accounts have a particular role can access the functionality in the categories that are
selected for that role.
The following categories of functionality are defined:
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Category

Description

Users and
Permissions

Opening the User Management window, and creating, modifying, and deleting user
accounts and roles in it (see Managing User Accounts, page 137)

Configure
Gateways

Opening the configuration utility (WebMax) of a Video Gateway in the list (see Opening the
Configuration of a Video Gateway, page 32)

Add/Remove
Gateways

List, page 28; Removing Items from the List, page 36)

Add/Remove
Groups

Items from the List, page 36)

Adding or removing Video Gateways in the left panel (see Adding Video Gateways to the
Adding or removing groups in the left panel (see Creating a New Group, page 34; Removing

Recorded Video

Opening the Gateway Recordings tab and using it to see what recorded data is stored on
a Video Gateway and play it (see Viewing Information about Stored Data, page 100; Playing
Stored Data, page 104)

Live Video Options

Opening the context menu of a live-video pane (in order to change the quality, etc.; see
figure 65, page 45)

Global Application
Options

Opening the Global Application Options dialog box and modifying the settings it contains
(see Global Application Options, page 146).

View Downloader

Opening the Downloader tab and creating and managing SVDownloader jobs in it (see
figure 155, page 116)

Downloader
Configuration

Opening the Downloader Advanced Configuration window and modifying the settings it
contains (see Managing the SVDownloader Server Settings, page 115)

D To see what permissions are selected for an existing role:
1. In the main menu, under Tools, select Manage Users & Permissions. The User Management window
opens, with all the existing user accounts listed in the upper part of the window, and the existing roles and
categories of functionality in the lower part.
2. In the list of roles at the lower left of the window, select the role. The list of available permissions appears to
its right, with the checkboxes selected beside those that are selected for the role.

Selected role

Permissions

Figure 194: Selected role and permissions
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Creating a New Role
You can create new roles with different sets of permissions, as required.

D To create a new role:
1. In the User Management window opens, select New Role. A text field opens below the button.

New Role text field

Figure 195: New Role text field
2. Enter a name for the role in the text field, and then select Add Role. The new role is added to the list of roles
and the text field closes. By default, the new role has no special permissions.

Figure 196: Entering name for a new role
3. In the list of roles at the lower left of the window, select the role. The list of permissions appears to its right,
with none of the checkboxes selected.
4. In the list of permissions, select the permissions to assign to the role.
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Figure 197: Permissions selected for new role
5. Select Save Changes. The selected permissions are assigned to the role, and a confirmation message appears.

Figure 198: Confirmation message
6. Select OK. The message closes.

Modifying a Role
You can modify the permissions associated with a role as required.

D To modify the permissions of an existing role:
1. In the list of roles at the lower left of the window, select the role. The list of permissions appears to its right,
with the permissions currently assigned to it selected (see figure 197).
2. In the list of permissions, modify the selections as required.
3. Select Save Changes. The changes are implemented, and a confirmation message appears (see figure 198).
4. Select OK. The message closes.

Deleting a Role
Any of the user-defined roles – i.e., any roles other than Administrator and User – can be deleted. If you delete a
role that is assigned to a user account, the role of the user account is changed to User.

D To delete a role:
1. In the list of roles at the lower left of the window, select the role.
2. Select Delete Role. The role is deleted. If the role was assigned to any users, their role is changed to User.
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Cancelling User-Account Security
As long as a single user account is defined in SVCentral, access to SVCentral is restricted to users who log in
successfully by supplying a correct user name and password. You can cancel the login requirement entirely by
deleting all user accounts.

D To cancel user-account security:
1. In the main menu, under Tools, select Manage Users & Permissions. The User Management window
opens.
2. In the upper part of the window, select each user account in turn and delete it (see Deleting a User Account,
page 140).
3. When all of the user accounts are deleted, close the User Management window. The next time SVCentral is
opened, the window will open immediately, without requesting the user’s login credentials.
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Managing Settings
You can configure a number of SVCentral options to suit your needs and preferences. The settings you choose,
along with the Video Gateway list and the user account and role settings, can be saved in a file, which can serve as a
backup and/or be used to quickly configure other instances of SVCentral on other PCs in your system. You can also
import lists of Video Gateways from SVMultiClient WSP files; the Video Gateways on the lists will be added to the
Video Gateways that are already in SVCentral’s list.

Global Application Options
You can view and modify a variety of options that affect SVCentral’s general behavior and look and feel.

D To view and modify global SVCentral options:
1. In the Tools menu, select Options. The Global Application Options dialog box opens.

Figure 199: Options dialog box
2. Modify the options as required:
Field

Description

To Modify

Log files folder
path

The folder in which the client should save its
log files

Click the row. A Browse for Folder
dialog box opens. Navigate to the
desired folder, and then select OK.

Video labels
color

The color to use for the labels in video panes
(see figure 55, page 39).

Modify the RGB code manually or click
to open a Colors dialog box and
select the required color in it.
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Field

Description

To Modify

Global default
video quality

The video quality that is used by default for
all streams; this value can be overridden
manually for individual Video Gateways in the
Video Gateway settings (see page 29)

Select the desired default quality
(highest, medium, or low).

Note: At present, it is recommended to set
this value to medium.
Show speed
data on video
window

Whether to display the current speed at
which the Video Gateway is moving in the top
labels of video panes displaying live video
from the Video Gateway
Note: When this option is selected, the
Speed field appears in all active video panes
in Live View tabs. If the Video Gateway
does not have GPS support (either because it
does not have a GPS receiver, or because the
receiver is not receiving location data for
some reason), the speed is given as N/A. If
the Video Gateway has GPS support, but is
not in motion at the moment, the speed is
given as 0.

Auto close live
video

Whether to automatically stop playing live
video in a video pane in a Live View tab
after it has been open for a specified period
of time
When you select Yes, an Auto-close Live
Video (in seconds) field is added below this
field.

Select one of the following:
Speed in KM/Hr: Show the current
speed, in kilometers per hour.
Speed in MI/Hr: Show the current
speed, in miles per hour.

Figure 200: Label with speed

Do one of the following:
Select No to keep video panes open
until they are closed manually.
Select Yes to have video panes close
automatically. Then, in the Auto-close
Live Video (in seconds) field that
opens, enter the number of seconds
video panes should remain open before
they are automatically closed.

Figure 201: Field added
Geo coding URL

The URL of the server to use to convert GPS
coordinates into addresses

Select the text field and enter the URL.

Geo coding for
ping

The URL the system should use to ping the
geo-coding server in order to see if it is
running and can be connected to

Select the text field and enter the URL.

Show Mobileye
video pop-ups

Whether Mobileye sensor alerts should
automatically cause a pop-up video window
to open and play live video from the Video
Gateway

Select Yes to activate the feature or No
to deactivate it.

For additional information, see Activating
Mobileye Alert Pop-ups, page 69.
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Field

Description

To Modify

Show Mobileye
alert in GPS
maps

Whether Mobileye sensor alerts should be
tallied in the GPS Maps tab

Select Yes to activate the feature or No
to deactivate it.

When this option is activated, a tally of
Mobileye alerts received since the last time
you opened an alert report appears in the
Video Gateway’s marker in the GPS Maps
tab, like this:
For additional information, see Viewing a
Tally of New Mobileye Alerts in the GPS Map,
page 69.

Mobileye
recordings path

The folder in which SVDownloader should
store the video of Mobileye events it
downloads

Select the text field and enter the name
and path of the folder.

Downloader IP
address

The IP address or hostname of the machine
on which the SVDownloader application runs

Select the text field and enter the IP
address or hostname.

Downloader
port

The port used by the SVDownloader
application

Select the text field and enter the port
number.

Database name

The name of the database used by
SVDownloader

Select the text field and enter the name
of the database.

Database IP
address

The IP address or hostname of the machine
on which the SVDownloader database is
stored

Select the text field and enter the IP
address or hostname.

Database
username

The username SVCentral should use in order
to connect to the SVDownloader database

Select the text field and enter the user
name.

Database
password

The password SVCentral should use in order
to connect to the SVDownloader database

Select the text field and enter the
password.

3. Click Save. The changes are saved, and the dialog box closes.

Saving and Opening Settings
The current SVCentral settings can be saved in a workspace (SVW) file. A workspace file stores the list of
monitored Video Gateways (see Managing the Video Gateway List, page 28), the user accounts and roles
(see Managing User Accounts, page 137), and the Options settings (see Global Application Options, page 146).
You can use workspace files to do the following:
x Back up the current settings
x Save different sets of settings for different needs, such as a daytime workspace and a nighttime workspace, or
a security manager’s workspace and a guard’s workspace
x Open the same settings on a different instance of SVCentral on a different PC
NOTE:

When you open a workspace file in SVCentral, the settings that were in force previously are
overwritten by the settings in the workspace file. It is recommended to save the current settings to a
different workspace file before you open a new workspace file.
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You can also import settings from SVMultiClient workspace files, either as explained under Importing
an SVMultiClient Video Gateway List, page 31, or by opening a workspace file as explained below.

D To save your workspace in a workspace file:
1. In the main menu, select File, and then select Save Workspace As. A Windows Save As dialog box opens.
2. Navigate to the folder where you want to save the workspace file.
3. Under File name, enter the workspace file name.
4. Click Save. The workspace file is saved, and a confirmation message appears.

Figure 202: Confirmation message
5. Click OK.

D To open a workspace file:
1. In the main menu, select File, and then select Open Workspace. A Windows Open dialog box is opens.
2. Navigate to the folder in which the required workspace is stored, and select the workspace file.
Note: If you want to open a workspace file that was created by SVMultiClient, bear in mind that the extension
of SVMultiClient workspace files is WSP. To see these files listed in the window, at the bottom of the
window, change the file type from SVW to All files (*.*).
3. Click Open. You are prompted to restart the SVCentral application.

Figure 203: Restart message
4. Click OK.
5. Close the SVCentral application.
6. Open the SVCentral application again. The selected workspace is applied in the window when it opens.
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Troubleshooting
This section contains a list of common problems you may encounter when using the SVCentral client application
and suggestions for finding solutions. If you cannot solve a problem you are having with the system, please contact
technical support.

1. Problem:
SVCentral fails to connect to a Video Gateway in the list of monitored Video Gateways, so that it consistently
appears as offline.
Solution:




Ensure that the Video Gateway is running and is connected to the internet.

2. Problem:
SVCentral fails to connect to a Video Gateway, and Authentication failed appears beside its name in the left
panel. This means the user name and/or password are not correct.
Solution:




The user name and/or password are not correct. In the left panel, right click the Video Gateway and
select Gateway Info. In the Gateway Info dialog box, correct the username and/or password, and then
select OK.
Additional information: See pages 10, 36

3. Problem:
In the GPS Maps tab, when a Video Gateway that supports GPS is selected, the map does not show the current
location of the Video Gateway. Instead, it either remains blank or it shows the location of the previously
selected Video Gateway.
Solutions:




SVCentral does not have any GPS location information about a selected Video Gateway. Try the
following:
x

Ensure that the Video Gateway’s GPS antenna is connected properly.

x

If the Video Gateway was just added to SVCentral, wait a few minutes and try again.

4. Problem:
In the GPS Maps tab, when a Video Gateway that supports GPS is selected, the map does not have a marker
showing the current location of the Video Gateway. Instead, it either remains blank or it shows a location label
without a marker.
Solution:




In the upper-right of the map pane, click
checkbox is selected.

to open the Base Layer menu, and ensure that the Markers

5. Problem:
A Video Gateway in the left panel appears as connected (i.e., the icon beside the Video Gateway is ), and it
has a beside it, but it either does not expand when the is selected, or some of its peripheral devices –
cameras, sensors, activators, etc. – do not appear below it when it is expanded.
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Solution:
In the list of Video Gateways in the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway and select Force Reconnect. In
the Warning dialog box that appears, select Yes.

6. Problem:
The left panel does not appear in the main SVCentral window.
Solution:
Auto-hide is turned on for the left panel. Place your cursor on one of the tabs. The left panel opens with the tab
displayed. To turn off auto-hide, when the left panel is visible, at the top of the panel, click the Auto-Hide
button ( ).
Additional information: See page 19

7. Problem:
The Search button does not appear in the main SVCentral window.
Solution:
When the Search panel is closed, auto-hide is turned off, and the Search button does not appear in its usual
location below the left panel of the SVCentral window. To open the panel, press Ctrl-F, or, in the Tools menu,
select Search.
Additional information: See page 15

8. Problem:
In the Gateway Recordings tab, in the timeline of the selected Video Gateway, no blue marks appear beside
the cameras, even though recorded data from each camera is stored on the Video Gateway.
Solutions:




Wait a few minutes. It may take some time for the blue marks to appear, because SVCentral must
establish a remote connection to the Video Gateway.





Above the timeline, click Retrieve Video to load the data.
Additional information: Viewing Information about Stored Data, page 100





Verify that SVCentral is connected to the Video Gateway. A live connection is required in order to
retrieve information about the data that is currently stored on the Video Gateway. If a (or ) appears
beside the icon of the Video Gateway, it is currently connected.
Additional information: Problem 5, page 150

9. Problem:
In the Gateway Recordings tab, in the timeline of the selected Video Gateway, red marks appear beside a
camera, but when the user tries to play the video from the time period in which they appear, the video pane in
the Playback window says “No records for this time.”
Solution:
Red marks only indicate that an event was generated; they do not mean that video of the event is available.
Available video is indicated by blue marks. Thus, the red marks indicate that the Video Gateway has
information about events that were generated by each camera, and the lack of blue marks indicates that no
video recordings of those events are available on that source.
Additional information: Viewing Information about Stored Data, page 100

10. Problem:
In the Gateway Recordings tab, the timelines do not show any events or GPS data.
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Solutions:




Above the timeline, click Retrieve Events & GPS to load the information.
Note: In the Gateway Recordings tab, when you select a Video Gateway, only information about the
recorded video that is currently stored on the data source is displayed. If you want to see what events
were detected, or what GPS location information is stored on the source, you must load the information
manually.
Additional information: Viewing Information about Stored Data, page 100





Verify that SVCentral is connected to the Video Gateway. A live connection is required in order to
retrieve information about the data that is currently stored on the Video Gateway. If a (or ) appears
beside the icon of the Video Gateway, it is currently connected.
Additional information: Problem 5, page 150

11. Problem:
Video quality is not good: it appears choppy, the frames freeze, or the picture is distorted.
Solutions:




Reduce the quality of the stream.
Additional information: Adjusting the Video Quality, page 44





Ensure that the available bandwidth is sufficient for the bitrate of the video stream. If it is not, reduce the
quality of the stream.
Additional information: Video Gateway Statistics, page 133
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Appendix A: Viewing Live Video without Opening
SVCentral
In many cases, on-site viewing of live video is implemented using a monitor (HDMI for digital systems, VGA for
analog systems) connected directly to the TV-Out connector of the Video Gateway. This is the standard way of
setting up local viewing in vehicles.
It is also possible, of course, to view live video on-site from a PC running SVCentral. This can be implemented in
one of two ways:
x Running SVCentral on the PC, in the way described in this user guide
x Using SVCentral to create a standalone program that plays live video from a single Video Gateway
This appendix explains how to implement the latter option. The most likely scenario in which this option will prove
useful is a small vehicle, such as a police car or taxi, in which a tablet PC is available. Once the option is set up,
users of the tablet PC can open a window in which the live video streams of up to four cameras are displayed. (If
more than four cameras are connected to the Video Gateway, only video from cameras 1-4 is displayed.) Users can
also switch between a four-stream display and a full-screen display of one of the video streams. The window is
completely independent of SVCentral, and can be opened without even opening SVCentral.
NOTE:

The Video Gateway that will be associated with the program must be in the list of Video Gateways in
the left panel of the SVCentral interface when the program is created.

Figure 204: Video window on PC, four-stream display
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Figure 205: Video window on PC, full-screen display of one stream

D To create a standalone program that displays live video from a single Video Gateway:
x In SVCentral, in the left panel, right-click the Video Gateway and then select Set for TV-Out. The standalone
window, with four video panes, opens, and live video from cameras 1-4 is played in it.
At the same time, SVCentral creates a file called tvout_name.txt and saves it in
C:\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\SerVision\SVCentral\. This file, in conjunction with the
TV-out.exe file that is placed in the SVCentral installation folder when SVCentral is installed, can be used
to reopen the video window at any time, regardless of whether SVCentral is running (see below).
Note: Only one Video Gateway can be selected for this feature on a single PC. Whichever Video Gateway
was the last one for which the feature was activated is the one whose video streams are displayed in the video
window.

D To open one of the video panes full-screen:
x Select the pane.

D To close a full-screen pane and return to the four-pane layout:
x Select the pane.

D To open the video window without using SVCentral:
x Navigate to the SVCentral installation folder (usually C:\Program Files
(x86)\SerVision\SVCentral\Bin), and open the TV-out.exe file.
NOTE:

For easy access to this feature, you can create a shortcut to the file, and place it in a convenient location
on the PC, such as the Desktop, or pin it to the Taskbar or to the Start menu. (All of these options are
available in the context (right-click) menu of the file.)
If you want the window to open automatically when the PC starts up, you can put a shortcut to the file
in the Windows Startup folder.
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